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Abstract 
This thesis is aimed at analysing key similarities and differences of the Englsih 
Defence League and the German-born social movement PEGIDA. Whereas both 
movements have a common goal, to stop the perceived Islamisation of their 
respective countries, and Europe as a whole, the means and methods vary greatly. 
Moreover, it is argued that the followership of said organisations differ in age, 
social background and motivation. Both organisations are able to exert a certain 
amount of influence on their supporters, the rest of the society, as well as policy-
makers and the political elite. Both organisations have influenced the societal and 
political climate of their respective countries of origin and also in the countries in 
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The English Defence League (EDL) and PEGIDA (‘Patriotische Europäer gegen die 
Islamisierung des Abendlandes’) represent social movements in two of the largest European 
nations, concerned with the perceived Islamisation of Europe, and a subsequent perceived threat 
that is posed by such a development. These social movements claim to defend the Jewish-
Christian nature and culture of Europe. They may be regarded to be part of a wider 
European/Western development in which right-wing populist parties and extra-parliamentary 
organisations have witnessed a (re-)emergence and growing support. Far-right parties gathered 
substantial support in various European countries, such as the Greek Golden Dawn, The Front 
National in France, UKIP in Great Britain, Geert Wilders’ ‘Partij voor de Vrijheid’ (‘Party for 
Freedom’) in the Netherlands, the Austrian FPÖ (‘Freedom Party of Austria’) and the Polish 
PiS (‘Law and Justice’). Many of these parties have relied on the growing anti-Islamic 
sentiment that also have been spread by social movements such as the above mentioned EDL 
and PEGIDA, in regards to Islamist terrorism and especially the refugee crisis. The German 
Federal Republic has recently been the birthplace to two notable right-wing organisations, 
arguably representing the ‘new right’, one of them naturally being the aforementioned street 
movement called PEGIDA, alongside the political party called the ‘Alternative für 
Deutschland’ (‘Alternative for Germany’, short AfD). The AfD has made headlines ever since 
its formation and has undergone a political self-discovery so to speak, which has witnessed a 
notable shift to the right, including racial and ‘völkisch’ terminology by some of its leaders and 
members. Initially a Euro-sceptic party with a focus on financial matters, such as the Greek 
bailout, its former leader economist Bernd Lucke was ousted and replaced by Frauke Petry. 
Since then, it has been especially obvious that anti-Muslim sentiments and policies stand at the 
core of the party. AfD board member Alexander Gauland described the PEGIDA movement to 
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be the parties’ “natural ally”, whereas his colleague Bernd Höcke labelled them as “good and 
right” and recently stepped forward to promote an alliance between the protesters and his party.1 
The problems Europe and the European Union are facing are wide-ranging and encompass the 
ongoing economic hardship of some of its member states, an identity crisis of the community 
itself, the threat of extremist Islamic terrorism and the refugee crisis among others. “Growing 
economic and social difficulties in Europe have witnessed the rise of cultural intolerance and 
extremist nationalism and a shift to the right across the continent.”2 These topics have arguably 
impacted the political, as well as societal sphere of policy-making and public debate in recent 
years. The EU member states were thus far unable to decide on a multilateral approach and 
policies on how to handle the refugee crisis, apart from the highly debated and criticised EU-
Turkey deal. Various member states, including the governments of Hungary, Slovakia and the 
Czech Republic have taken unilateral approaches and have not allowed for few if any refugees, 
in particular refugees with a Muslim background to enter the country and seek asylum and have 
strongly voiced their dissatisfaction with the refugee policies pursued most notably by German 
chancellor Angela Merkel. The above mentioned (re-)emergence of far-right parties is part of a 
development that member states all across the European Union and the European continent 
have witnessed over the past years. With the establishment of the PEGIDA movement and the 
AfD the German government is now also faced with considerable opposition from the right 
corner, which could impact the outlook of its society considerably. Whether or not the 
establishment of PEGIDA and AfD might have come as a surprise to some, they do seem to 
voice deeply entrenched fears of the German society, or rather parts of it, as Nachtwey, suggests 
that the PEGIDA “protest mirror a society, in which wealth is growing, but the participation 
                                                          
1 Bielicki, J., & Schneider, J. (2014, December 9). Süddeutsche Zeitung. Retrieved June 5, 2016, from Süddeutsche Zeitung: 
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/reaktionen-auf-demos-afd-spitze-stellt-sich-hinter-pegida-1.2259371  
Debes, M. (2016, April 11). Thüringer Allgemeine Zeitung. Retrieved May 25, 2016, from Thüringer Allgemeine Zeitung: 
http://www.thueringer-allgemeine.de/web/zgt/politik/detail/-/specific/Hoecke-will-Allianz-von-AfD-und-Pegida-gegen-
Kanzlerdiktatorin-1882713478  
2 Andre, V. (2015, April 02). Merah and Breivik: A Reflection of the European. Islam and Christian–Muslim  Relations, 
26(2), p. 188 
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diminishes. In a Europe, economically and socially declining, politically tumbling, Germany 
appears as a bastion of stability – which is threatened by Muslims, the European debt states 
etc.”3 As Virginie Andre notes, “the emergence of large Muslim communities across Europe 
constitutes what some have referred to as “a new Islamic reality,” which is forcing Europe to 
reconsider its approach to religion and secularity. The increased cultural diversity arising from 
post-war immigration has prompted debates across Europe on core values and national 
identities.”4 It is thus this debate in which the EDL as well as PEGIDA have tapped in. Both 
organisations are concerned with a growing Islamisation, both organisations have declared 
themselves to be defending the cultural values and identity of their nation and Europe as a 
whole.  
The EDL, which had been described within the Counter-Jihad scene as “the most significant 
anti-sharia movement in Europe”5 and arguably paved the way for social movements and 
organisations, such as PEGIDA, which now capitalise on people’s anxieties and worries, in 
order to press an agenda on the country’s politicians. As the EDL may be regarded as the 
forerunner for far-right movements, including PEGIDA, an analysis of the main Counter-Jihad 
movements in Europe could be enlightening. It might shed light on the phenomena of the EDL 
and why it has declined, and on the other hand the reasons behind PEGIDA’s relative success, 
and how it could contribute to the continuation of a British (bourgeois) far-right social protest 
movement.  
This thesis sets out to investigate the British-based social movement of the English Defence 
League and the German-born PEGIDA movement and compare them based on Christiansen’s 
theoretical categories for the development of social movements, exclaimed in further detail in 
                                                          
3 Nachtwey, O. (2015). “Rechte Wutbürger Pegida oder das autoritäre Syndrom”, Blätter für Deutsche und International 
Politik. 60(3), p. 81 
4 Andre, V. (2015, April 02). Merah and Breivik: A Reflection of the European. Islam and Christian–Muslim  Relations, 
26(2), p. 188 
5 Goodwin, M. (2013). The Roots of Extremism: The English Defence League and the Counter-Jihad Challenge. Chatham 
House, p. 5 
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chapter 3. A comparison could be interesting and enlightening, for the two movements represent 
two of the most influential social movements of their nature at the time, that is right-wing 
populist in two of Europe’s biggest political and economic players, the United Kingdom and 
Germany. Naturally, the experiences with right-wing (extremism) in the past have been vastly 
different in these two countries, possibly influencing the experiences made now, and the 
development of right-wing groups such as the EDL and PEGIDA over time. 
The following passage briefly outlines the setting in which populism is on the rise across 
Europe. The author argues, that the English Defence League represent one of the first large-
scale and organised anti-Muslim organisations in Europe, yet has practically disappeared. 
PEGIDA has arguably left a mark in the political sphere of Germany, as well as, as later 
explained in more detail, in other European countries, including Britain. The purpose of this 
work is thus to compare similarities and differences of the two organisations, based on the 
existing theoretical framework, and also possibly find an answer as to why PEGIDA could be 
a more successful model, a role model for similar European organisations if you will. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
This thesis is a qualitative case study research of the English Defence League and the German-
born PEGIDA movement, which has spread across Europe and the Western hemisphere. It aims 
to provide insights into both organisations, in the case of PEGIDA a more detailed one into the 
‘original’ Dresden-based PEGIDA movement, in order to analyse the development of the EDL 
and the PEGIDA movement according to the set categories. By setting a theoretical footing in 
existing literature on ‘new racism’, Islamophobia and social movements the author identifies 
categories, which deserve investigation, analysis and comparison.  
It is argued that the EDL, as an organisation and a model was in a leading position, yet failed 
to accommodate and respond to the changing nature of its environment. PEGIDA could be more 
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successful, due to its bourgeois image, which attracts a broader set of people, including 
members of the middle-class. Whereas EDL can be described as a (white) working-class protest 
movement, with more extreme elements, including football hooligans, PEGIDA seems to have 
taken its place in forming alliances across Europe, with offshoots even forming in the US and 
Canada. Thus, PEGIDA has arguably taken over a lead role of uniting people behind common 
goal, to stop the Islamisation of the West. 
This thesis relies on various articles, studies and reports concerned with the English Defence 
League and PEGIDA, as well as interviews with members of the organisations and the author’s 
own experiences during rallies of both movements. The theoretical framework will be set in the 
following chapter. 
Regarding the EDL, ‘the English Defence League Report’, as well as the study ‘A Neo-
Nationalist Network: The English Defence League and Europe’s Counter-Jihad Movement’ 
play a central role in information gathering and to establish a broad background. The EDL has 
been subject to a series of investigations whether it be TV stations, such as the BBC or scientific 
research conducted by social scientists, investigating the movement’s impact on the British 
society and the broader Counter-Jihad movement in the West. The EDL had some serious 
implications on local societies, such as Luton and Rotherham and the literature suggests that it 
poses, or rather posed a serious challenge to the integrity and functioning of British society. In 
2012, YouGov conducted an extensive survey of 1,666 adults in the UK, which was in turn 
drawn from an online panel of 350,000 adults. The survey was conducted in order to examine 
the British public’s attitude towards topics emphasised by the EDL and other Counter-Jihad 
movements, as well as analysing a smaller group of those polled, who identified to support the 
EDL. The survey was then discussed and analysed in the Chatham House report ‘The Roots of 
Extremism: The English Defence League and the Counter-Jihad Challenge’. Further, Bartlett 
and Littler conducted a survey with EDL sympathisers to shed light on their motivations for 
supporting a social movement, such as the EDL. They supported, or rather enhanced their 
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findings with a demographic analysis of the EDL’s Facebook page to find out more about the 
EDL’s supporters. Finally, they ran a regression analysis and compared those supporters who 
had partaken in an EDL rally and those who had not, in order to determine underlying factors, 
which increase the likelihood of a supporter protesting alongside the English Defence League. 
It will be discussed at a later stage how and why the EDL splintered and was arguably replaced 
by other right-wing movements, nonetheless, the EDL was a frontrunner in the European anti-
Islamic movement and thus also contributed to the rise of other populist, right-wing movements 
such as PEGIDA.  
In regards to the PEGIDA movement, various studies were conducted by Rucht, Nachtwey and 
foremost Vorländer, Herold and Schäller amongst others. These studies provide excellent data, 
when concerned with the composition of the movement’s followers. Vorländer et al., in their 
book ‘Wer geht zu PEGIDA und warum?’, surveyed demonstrators at three PEGIDA rallies in 
December 2014 and January 2015, inquiring their age, sex, education, profession, income, 
religious affiliation, party affiliation, frequency of attendance, origin and their motivation to 
attend PEGIDA demonstrations. 64.1 per cent of 1,106 asked refused cooperation, leaving 397 
polled PEGIDA protesters. The analysis by Vorländer and his colleagues was the first one to 
inquire the PEGIDA phenomena at that stage of its development. The scholars thus focused on 
the composition of attendees and their motivations to attend the PEGIDA demonstrations, in 
order to offer a sociodemographic image of this social movement. Moreover, due to the intense 
media coverage of PEGIDA, Vorländer and his colleagues were able to test the hypotheses 
made by the media about the character of the movement. The media’s perception of PEGIDA 
was rather negative and subjective. It painted a picture of uneducated men from society’s 
periphery with xenophobic resentments. Although, some of the media’s impressions were 
authentic and therefore not wrong, these impressions did not offer enough empirical evidence 
to draw generalisations about PEGIDA as a social movement. The complicated relationship 
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between the media and PEGIDA and its supporters will be highlighted at a later stage, but it is 
worth mentioning that the study conducted by Vorländer, Herold and Schäller contributed to a 
more differentiated discourse about PEGIDA as a movement and the sort of people it attracts. 
Most of the literature on PEGIDA proposes that the movement will eventually disappear, also 
because of its non-parliamentary character, yet the protests are ongoing, and PEGIDA has 
actually spread to other countries in Europe as well as North America.  However, the future 
trajectories proposed by these studies might not have been entirely accurate, they offer an 
interesting insight into the people’s motivations for attending PEGIDA rallies. Both 
movements, the EDL and PEGIDA have enjoyed extensive media coverage, which ensures a 
relatively accurate account of development of both groups. In order to assess the steps in the 
respective developments, this study also relies on press and media reports, TV documentaries, 
interviews with organisers and other sources of evidence.  
3 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 
3.1 THE ‘NEW RIGHT’ AND THE CONCEPT OF ISLAMOPHOBIA 
 
One theoretical underpinning of this thesis is the model of ‘new racism’, introduced by Martin 
Barker in 1981.6 Barker describes a shifting focus within Britain’s political discourse after the 
general elections in the late 1970s and a subsequent Conservative victory. According to him, 
the focus shifted from traditional markers of race to ‘newer’, or less legislatively protected 
markers based on cultural and religious differences. Discussing this in his book 
‘Islamophobia’7, Allen notes that unlike ‘traditional’ forms of racism, new racism was regarded 
to “exaggerate difference and the identification of different in much less explicit ways, where 
the markers of difference were not seen to underpin explicit hatred and hostility but implicitly 
                                                          
6 Barker, M., (1980). The new racism: Conservatives and the Ideology of the Tribe. Junction Books. 
7 Allan, C. (2010). Islamophobia. Ashgate. 
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infer and establish direct challenges and threats: challenges that were posed against ‘our way 
of life’.”8  Hence, a situation arises in which “prejudices and their subsequent impact are 
triggered by the perception that something is either presenting, or seen to be capable of 
presenting a threat.”9 In cases of EDL and PEGIDA this is a common theme, as it will be 
discussed in later sections. In Barker’s framework, a perceived threat is posed by ‘them’ against 
‘us’. Although this analogy may be regarded to be a simplistic illustration, it does offer a 
valuable tool to describe “the process through which Muslims have become seen as being Other 
to British [in this case also German, or broader, European] values and norms.”10  
Christopher Allen discusses the phenomena of Islamophobia in the British and European 
context. The author recognises that the term Islamophobia offers some difficulties in defining 
what is actually meant. Although it is unclear who coined the term, the Runnymede Trust 
Report of 1991 was the earliest extensive work on the subject. The Report, based on the more 
common concept of xenophobia, defined Islamophobia to be an “unfounded hostility towards 
Muslims, and therefore fear or dislike of all or most Muslims.”11 As the analysis was undertaken 
in Britain, the first conceptualisation of Islamophobia was done in a British context in particular, 
which is why the concept may differ in other European contexts, such as French, German, etc., 
due to differing experiences with and policies towards Muslim minorities in the respective 
countries. Due to the absence of a better term, the concept of Islamophobia as a “fear or dislike 
of all or most Muslims” and things Islamic will be used in this case. 
As mentioned, the concept of Islamophobia is a relatively new one and has been recurrent and 
more prevalent in the public and political spheres of Europe since the events of 9/11. The 
Muslim communities in Britain and Germany are the second largest faith communities of their 
                                                          
8 Allan, C. (2010). Islamophobia. Ashgate. p. 10 
9 Ibid. p. 87 
10 Ibid. 
11 Runnymede Trust: Commission on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Islamophobia: a Challenge for Us All: 




respective countries. Visual recognisability, traditional Islamic attire and other identifiable 
traditions and customs are “easily identified on the recognition of difference” as Allen puts it. 
“From this recognition of difference has emerged a wider demarcation that embodies Muslims 
with notions of Otherness and inferiority.”12 Further, Islamic sentiments are regarded to be 
opposed to or even actively against the societal norms and values of European societies. The 
events of 9/11 and 7/7 have acted as a catalyst for further scrutiny of the presence of Muslim 
communities in Britain and Europe and the situation has both intensified and deteriorated. 
Assisted, if unwillingly, by policy responses to anti-terror and security issues, Muslims living 
in Europe, as well as in a global context have been subject to further scrutiny. Efforts to limit, 
control and diminish radicalism, including the introduction of new offences such as ‘acts 
preparatory to terrorism’, ‘encouragement to terrorism’ among others, carry the potential to 
alienate and isolate local Muslim communities, whilst on the other hand reinforcing pre-existing 
anxieties and fears about Muslim customs and cultures amongst the rest of society.13 
As Allen notes, developments after 9/11 and 7/7 have included processes of recognition of 
difference, “therefore both ‘newly established’ and ‘re-established’ Muslims as chimerical 
Others. Consequently, British Muslims have dangerously found themselves being identified in 
pre-determined and bi-polar ways, and even more dangerously, having to do the same in terms 
of self-definition also.”14 Adding, “Muslims are contemporarily identified as either terrorists 
warring against the West, or apologists defending Islam as a peaceful religion.”15 Consequently 
leading to a characterisation in terms of ‘them’ and ‘us’, and “increasingly in terms that present 
‘them’ being undeniably against ‘us’.” A notion which has left us with the sentiment that “all 
Muslims come to be seen to be both realistically and conceptually capable of posing the same 
                                                          
12 Pnina Werbner and Tariq Modood, eds, (1997). Debating Cultural Hybridity: Multi-Cultural Identities and the Politics of 
Anti-Racism. London. 
13 Allan, C. (2010). Islamophobia. Ashgate. p. 85 
14 Ibid. p. 86 
15 Ziauddin Sardar, The Excluded Minority: British Muslim Identity after 11 September in Phoebe Griffith and 
Mark Leonard, eds, Reclaiming Britishness (London: Foreign Policy Centre, 2004). 
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threats”16, in turn aggravating the present anxieties suspicions and a climate of fear even further. 
In the post 9/11 period, Muslims and Islam as a whole have been regarded to be, or rather 
presented to be not compatible with the norms of the Western world and its way of life, rather 
‘our’ way of life. As Allen states, “in today’s populist understanding, the ‘threat’ that Muslims 
are seen to present – not just in terms of terrorism or the widely convoluted ‘clash’ thesis – is 
one that has myriad manifestations.”17 Evident in debates about the role of women within 
society, freedom of speech, school curricula, multiculturalism, radicalisation and extremism, 
community cohesion, in which “Muslim ‘difference’ has been understood to be threatening or 
at least challenging” European culture, norms and values.18 
It is thus not so much markers of race or ethnicity that determine sentiments of prejudice, but 
rather ideological, or religious differences, a perceived incompatibility with ‘our way of life’ 
that define Barker’s new racism model. A theme also familiar to Huntington’s famous theorem 
of the ‘clash of civilisations’.  
As both movements subject to this work claim to be defendants of European culture and often 
utilise, or communicate the ‘us’ versus ‘them’ rhetoric, as exclaimed in later passages, the new 
racism model offers a valuable tool, in order to analyse the English Defence League and 
PEGIDA and gain a more thorough understanding of the organisations.  
3.2  THE FOUR STAGES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 
 
The two groups described below can be labelled social movements, due to their footing within 
their respective societies, as well as their aim to bring about change of or within said societies, 
without the practices of institutions, such as political parties. The study of collective action, of 
why people organised themselves in social movements, or rather why social movements 
                                                          
16 Allan, C. (2010). Islamophobia. Ashgate. p. 86  
17 Allan, C. (2010). Islamophobia. Ashgate. p. 87 
18 Ibid.  
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fomented was rooted in the perception that social movements inherently carry a desire to change 
society. The works of early researchers was rooted in the theories of mass society. The mass 
society theory in turn was born out of a feeling of alienation of parts of society with the ongoing 
industrialisation of such, to be more precise the “alienation among individuals as traditional 
social structures and support networks broke down.”19 Hence, the study of social movements 
as specific societal and political processes developed out of this field of study.20  
As Christiansen points out, the life cycle of social movements contains four stages, 
“Emergence, Coalescence, Bureaucratisation, and Decline”, which are rooted in Herbert 
Blumer’s concept of social movements. He described the life cycle of social movements as 
‘social ferment’, ‘popular excitement’, ‘formalisation’ and ‘institutionalisation’. It must be 
noted that although the labelling has changed, the underlying themes remain comparable and 
relatively constant.21 Further, it is important to understand that the fourth stage, decline is not 
necessarily a negative connotation, as scholars have defined patterns social movements decline: 
success, organisational failure, co-optation, repression, and finally, the establishment within 
mainstream society.22 
The following passage will briefly introduce the concept of the four stages of social movements 
and explain what each of the stages entails.  
Emergence, or as Blumer named it, ‘social ferment’ describes the stage in which a social 
movement is at the very beginning of its existence. The structure and organisational framework 
are very rudimental, if existent at all, yet a widespread discontent with certain policies or social 
conditions is evident. Nonetheless, individuals, possible members have most likely not 
                                                          
19 Christiansen, J. (2009). Four Stages of Social Movements. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Christiansen, J. (2009). Four Stages of Social Movements. 
22 Ibid.  
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expressed their grievances, or if so, resorted to individual measures to voice their 
dissatisfaction, thus not yet utilised collective action to do so.  
The second stage, coalescence, is concerned with the mobilisation of people within a collective 
action framework to consolidate a social movement. Many movements, or rather possible 
movements do not make it to the second stage, since grievances and social discontent passes 
without the mobilisation or formalisation of a wider audience. In the coalescence stage, or 
according to Blumer, the ‘popular stage’, mobilised individuals have a clearer sense of what 
the grievances are in particular and who or what is responsible for it. As Hopper states that at 
this stage “unrest is no longer covert, endemic, and esoteric; it becomes overt, epidemic, and 
exoteric. Discontent is no longer uncoordinated and individual; it tends to become focalized 
and collective”.23 Which also entails the emergence of leadership and the formalisation of a 
collective strategy, as well as the possible occurrence of mass demonstrations, at which a 
movements strength may be displayed and demands may be ushered. Christiansen notes that 
coalescence “is the stage at which the movement becomes more than just random upset 
individuals; at this point they are now organized and strategic in their outlook.”24  
Thirdly, social movements undergo the stage of bureaucratisation, or in Blumer’s work 
‘formalisation’. The third stage describes the further formalisation of a social movement and 
“is characterized by higher levels of organization and coalition-based strategies.”25 At this 
stage, co-operation among the various social movement organisations is enhanced, staff is 
introduced in order to run the operation and carry out the movement’s goals. This in turn means 
that movements are not able to further rely purely on mass demonstrations and inspirational 
leadership to achieve aims, but an institutional framework must be introduced. Yet, usually the 
                                                          
23 Hopper, R. D. (1950). The revolutionary process: A frame of reference for the study of revolutionary 
movements. Social Forces 28 (3), 270-280. Retrieved December 28, 2016 from EBSCO Online Database 
SocINDEX http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=sih&AN=13582480&site=ehost-live 




movement has developed greater political power than previously and is able to penetrate or 
access political elites.  
As it is quite demanding to formalise, social movements often fail to bureaucratise and 
eventually cease to exist.  
Finally, the fourth stage is labelled as ‘Decline’. As stated afore, the label does not necessarily 
have a negative meaning, it merely describes the last stage of the process. Decline may be 
reached through repression, co-optation, success, failure and for some scholars the 
establishment with the mainstream.  
Repression describes the process in which a social movement declines due to actions aimed at 
controlling or destroying the movement are taken by an authority or agents of such. These 
actions can encompass violent measures, as well as bills and laws passed by a government. 
Authorities may view these actions as legitimate, and frame the movement as a danger to the 
public order and societal nature, yet are naturally regarded to be illegitimate by members of the 
social movement.  
Co-optation focuses on the leadership of a social movement and its impact on the organisation. 
“Co-optation occurs when movement leaders come to associate with authorities or movement 
targets more than with the social movement constituents.”26 Meaning that the leadership may 
be offered a position at the movements target and be inclined to change things from the ‘inside’, 
or leaders are bought off by authorities, leading to a decline of the social movement.  
Success of a social movement is dependent on the initial outline of the organisation and the 
formulation of it aims. Due to the nature of many, especially localised social movements, which 
have clearly defined aims and motives, they will thus cease to exist once these goals are 
                                                          
26 Christiansen, J. (2009). Four Stages of Social Movements. 
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achieved. Others, which have a broader agenda will often focus on new issues once one of their 
aims was achieved through success or compromise.  
A social movement can be regarded a failure, due to organisational or structural failure, which 
are not uncommon among social movements. An organisational failure is brought by 
factionalism and encapsulation, as argued by Miller.27 Factionalism is “marked by increasing 
internal strife within social movements between groups who have differing ideas about how the 
movement should function or what it goals should have.” Encapsulation on the other hand “is 
marked by an increasing inability for movements to grow because close knit, highly dedicated 
activist groups become difficult for new adherents to penetrate.”28 
Lastly, social movements may decline due to their alignment with the mainstream, meaning 
that their motives, aims or ideologies are adopted by the mainstream, rendering the movement 
obsolete, or incorporating it into the political or social process.  
The four stages of social movements may offer an interesting analytical tool to investigate how 
the English Defence League has developed, which stages it has successfully passed and whether 
it has reached the stage of decline. In regards to PEGIDA, this analytical tool may be utilised 
to investigate at which stage the movement is, which could offer prognosis in which direction 
the organisation is headed. Further, the four stages of social movements can offer insights into 
societal reactions to said movements, possible changes in the societal structures, as well as it 
helps to identify and name responses by the respective governments to said movements. “By 
analysing social movements that occur at given points and stages, sociologists can gain insight 
into the workings of society and the changes it undergoes - a fundamental component to the 
work of” scholars.29 
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4 THE ENGLISH DEFENCE LEAGUE 
4.1 EDL – A BEGINNING  
The English Defence League is “an Islamophobic, new social movement, born of a particularly 
unattractive and intolerant strand of English nationalism. It is symptomatic of an English 
identity crisis, drawing on native English ‘identity’ as its principal weapon against an ‘alien’ 
Islam identity.” 30  The organisation’s self-understanding is that of a grassroots protest 
movement, “best understood as a right-wing social movement, that deploys mass mobilisation, 
or the threat of mass mobilisation, as its prime source of influence.”31 Its aim is to force the 
British government to tackle the perceived issue and ‘ban the terrorists’, get extreme Islamists 
‘off the streets’ of Britain.  
Before the organisation came into existence, there were different, unorganised cells and 
individuals who were concerned with extremist Islamic terrorism, essentially forming the early 
stages of the British Counter-Jihad movement. One of said individuals was Paul Ray, a British 
National Party (BNP) supporter who was responsible for a blog by the name of Lionheart, 
which he started in 2007. Ray was inspired by the growing Counter-Jihad movement that had 
formed in the US after 9/11, subsequently his blog suggested strong anti-Islam notions and 
sentiments. In turn, one of the leading figures of the US Counter-Jihad movement, Pamela 
Geller, noticed Ray and with the opportunity to establish an UK-based Counter-Jihad 
movement interviewed him, in order to help promote his Lionheart blog. After an arrest due to 
incitement in 2008, Pamela Geller portrayed Ray as a British patriot who was being persecuted 
for his views by his government, supposedly intimidated by and submissive to Islam.32 
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The EDL underwent the ‘emergence’ phase in spring and summer 2009. Members of the 
organisation felt discontent with their country’s situation and voiced their anger openly. Yet, 
the structural and organisational framework surrounding the later to be EDL was weak and 
rudimental. The forerunner to the EDL street movement was formed under the name United 
Peoples of Luton (UPL), amongst others, which organised a street protest on 13 April 2009, as 
a response to a demonstration held by the extremist Islam4UK organisation weeks earlier which 
verbally attacked British troops returning from a mission in Afghanistan. The UPL march was 
organised by Tommy Robinson and Paul Ray among others and was held in the town of Luton, 
yet was shut down by the police, because the organisers had not had prior Police permission. 
The UPL protest was sparked due to the demeanour of the Islam4UK33, as the UPL website at 
the time read: “The whole country witnessed the hate-filled scum that crashed the soldiers 
homecoming.”34 The UPL march marked the joining of forces of football hooligans, most 
notably a group called Casuals United, in turn a coalition of hooligans, and the right-wing 
activists surrounding Tommy Robinson and Paul Ray. In response to the disallowance of the 
first march, the group set out to demonstrate again on 24 May 2009 under the slogan “Ban the 
terrorists”, demanding the Police to act against the men behind the Islam4UK organisation. 
Notably, the UPL/EDL recognised at the very first stage of its formation that not all Muslims 
are automatically terrorists, already depicting the inclusive outlook the group wanted to portray 
in the following months and years, as it stated: “We must stress that this is a very small number 
of Muslim fanatics and not the wider Muslim community so people of Luton lets unite against 
these people who hate everything our country stands for and turn out in our numbers be that 
Muslim, Hindu, Catholic, Christian, Jewish, White, Black or Asian.”35 
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Far-right activist Paul Ray took to the street again with Tommy Robinson and the Casuals 
United under Jeff Marsh, in order to support his claims and views that the British nation is under 
threat by radical Islamic extremism. Ultimately, the “founding of the EDL represents a type of 
interaction that political scientist Roger Eatwell has usefully described as ‘cumulative 
extremism’, that is to say, a process by which one type of extremism (Islamist) can spark off 
another type of extremism.36 In the case of the EDL, as we have seen, it was the actions of a 
small group of Islamists that provided the immediate trigger and it occurred within a local 
context of communal polarisation.”37 The 2009 Ahle Sunnah al Jamah protest acted “as a 
catalyst for the formation of the EDL”, because formerly only a small militant group based in 
Luton, individuals as Tommy Robinson decided to become more organised, firstly forming the 
United People of Luton, and eventually the EDL. “In 2004 we held our own protest when we 
held a banner up saying ‘Ban the Luton Taliban’. … We realised we didn't just want them off 
the streets of Luton, we wanted them off the streets of Britain. When we saw Birmingham’s 
demonstration [by a group called British Citizens Against Muslim Extremists] they were using 
the same slogans as us: ‘We want our country back’, ‘Terrorists off the streets’, ‘Extremists 
out’, ‘Rule Britannia’. From there the EDL was set up.”38  In June 2009, Paul Ray and Tommy 
Robinson eventually founded the EDL, essentially a coalition between the United Peoples of 
Luton and the aforementioned football hooligans, thus concluding the stage of ‘emergence’ or 
‘social ferment’.39 
Known BNP supporter Ray claimed that the British national and cultural identity must be 
protected and secured, and the BNP is, or rather was the frontrunner, “because they are Anglo-
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Saxon British citizens exactly the same as me whose country this is, whose forefathers fought 
and died for this country and who want to preserve the British way of life.”40 Despite his open 
support of the BNP and his involvement with the EDL, Ray denied the claim to be a neo-Nazi, 
or to have any racist opinions and views. The inclusion of figures such as Ray in the higher 
circle of the EDL organisation underlines the ambivalence of the EDL in two aspects. Firstly, 
it does not want to appear to have a connection to an outwardly racist party such as the BNP, 
especially opposing the notion of being the parties ‘foot soldiers’. The report underlines this by 
identifying the EDL not to be “the ‘street-fighting’ wing of the BNP [since] it did not emerge 
from the established far-right but from several ultra-patriotic ‘anti-Jihadist’ groups with origins 
in the football casual subculture.” 41  Secondly, the movement claims to be anti-racist and 
inclusive to all who are opposing the perceived threat by Islamist extremism. Whether this claim 
is valid will be discussed below, however, the EDL did manage to gather support from various 
factions of the British society and to include them into their structure, including people of 
Jewish and Sikh faith, members of the LGBTQ-community and black people, among others.42 
However, despite the claims to be an anti-racist movement, the EDL had attracted far-right 
activists and other elements of the far-right from the beginning. For instance, the march on May 
24 2009 ended in assaults against the Asian minority, as well as convictions of public order 
offences. The fluidity of the organisation, the incoherent strategy and its tactics, as well as the 
voiced anti-Islamist and highly nationalist messages, the EDL inevitably attracted (race-) 
nationalists and neo-Nazis.43  
Therefore, the English Defence League has often been labelled as a racist and fascist 
organisation by the media, politicians, and counter protest movements, most notably Unite 
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Against Fascism (UAF). Certainly, the movement has attracted individuals who hold racist and 
fascist believes, members of the BNP and other right-wing groups, such as Combat 18. The 
organisational leadership itself has often rejected those claims and claims that it only opposes 
militant, extremist Islam, a perceived threat to the British public, its safety and culture.44 Yet, 
as the summer of 2009 proved to be a time of uncertainty, in regards to the direction the 
movement ought to take and the people it attracted. Divisions in the organisational circle were 
the result and cofounder Paul Ray left the group in August 2009, as a result of his concern of 
the presence of known neo-Nazis and BNP supporters, such as Chris Renton (BNP), as well as 
his critique to hold a rally on 8 August (8/8 – 88 is a known neo-Nazi symbol, referring to “Heil 
Hitler”): “Anyone with the slightest bit of knowledge about neo-Nazis knows the meaning of 
8/8 which is why I pulled out of any active participation.”45 To Ray these developments were a 
clear indication that neo-Nazi fascists had hijacked and taken over the movement. This moment 
was crucial for the further development of the groups, as Ray further explained, “It was a pivotal 
moment, not just for me pulling out but the movement as a whole because going out onto the 
streets in protest on 8/8 was always going to bring Nazis onto the streets, which it did. Photos 
of EDL Nazis are all across the internet now, with the EDL now branded a neo-Nazi movement 
because of this. I advised the leadership group not to go out onto the streets this day, to postpone 
for 1 week which would have sent a clear message to everyone… but those calls went unheeded, 
and the rest is history.”46 
The protest at the Birmingham Bullring shopping centre saw violent clashes between the EDL 
and Casuals United and the counter-protesters United against fascism (UAF), however violence 
was also sparked when Asian men attacked young, white males who had no connection to the 
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EDL, “but were assaulted because of their ethnicity and their close proximity to the protests.”47 
The Birmingham protest and the incidents were followed by a police investigation, seeking the 
aggressors of the violent assaults and the fact that many of the suspects had an Asian 
background, whereas the victims were white was propagated by the EDL, which claimed that 
the British police “had appeased ‘radical Islamists’ and that white people had been the victims 
of Muslim violence.”48 The EDL capitalised from this situation in terms of attendance at rallies, 
as well as frequency of protests, many of them ending in violence and a number of arrests. A 
protest in December in Nottingham, attended by 500 EDL supporters descended into disorder 
and violence, despite a security operation costing over £1m.49 Growing in numbers, the EDL 
has reached the second stage in Christiansen’s ‘four-stage’ theorem, coalescence.50 Grievances 
were articulated, the ones responsible identified, here politicians and (parts of) the Muslim 
community, and demonstrators were mobilised and able to voice said grievances. In phase two, 
the EDL is more than just discontent individuals, the organisation is now at a stage at which it 
is strategic and organised, with a leadership circle in place surrounding Tommy Robinson. 
These events and a growing number of EDL supporters highlighted a growing confidence of 
the organisation, which inevitably was regarded to be “a serious threat to the community 
cohesion of many urban areas as [the EDL’s] mixture of English patriotism, aggression and 
Islamophobia seemed to be welcomed by its target audience of disaffected and disenchanted 
white working class males involved with, or at the fringes of, the football hooligan scene.”51  
Although the EDL tried to rid itself of fascist tendencies within after the Birmingham march on 
8 August 2009, the narrative of a working class movement, left behind by globalisation and a 
liberal, multiculturalist government were questioned, especially after Tommy Robinson and his 
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cousin Kevin Carroll appeared publicly as joint leaders of the group. Kevin Carroll nominated 
a BNP candidate in his hometown Luton in council elections in 2007, later claimed to be 
“hoodwinked” by the party into signing the nomination. In a TV interview with the BBC, he 
denied all allegations to be racist or to be a BNP supporter, in fact he says he cannot be racist, 
because he fathered black children.52  
With Robinson and Carroll heading the organisation, the EDL appeared to be determined to 
drive out fascist and neo-Nazi elements and improve their public demeanour, which however 
also resulted in a decline in numbers, and the splintering of the far-right into various cells, 
formerly united by the EDL. Tommy Robinson appeared especially active in portraying the 
EDL to be anti-racist and anti-Nazi, supported by Guramit Singh, an early EDL member, 
frequent speaker at EDL rallies, and the head of the organisation’s Sikh division. The 
organisation performed publicity stunts to strengthen their image as anti-fascist, including the 
burning of a Nazi flag.  
In January 2013, Tommy Robinson was arrested and jailed after travelling to the United States 
on a friend’s passport. At the same time, the EDL’s splintering process continued and the 
movement began crumbling as an organisation. Due to ongoing hijacking of the EDL by far-
right movements and racist and anti-Semitic behaviour at EDL marches, the leader of its Jewish 
division, Roberta Moore stepped down, criticising the leadership to be unable to part with the 
Nazis within the organisation. Further, after a failed attempt to enter the political process 
together with the British Freedom party launched in April of 2012, Tommy Robinson and Kevin 
Carroll declared their cooperation with Muslim think-tank Quilliam Foundation to tackle the 
threat of radical Islam, and thus their departure from the EDL in October 2013.  
                                                          





In the mission statement, the EDL lists five aspects central to its agenda. Firstly, the protection 
and promotion of human rights, including the claim to be a human rights organisation. The 
protest staged by Anjem Choudary and his Islam4UK group were “those of a minority, we 
believe that they reflect other forms of religiously-inspired intolerance and the barbarity that 
are thriving amongst certain sections of the Muslim population in Britain: including, but not 
limited to, the denigration and oppression of women, the molestation of children, the 
committing of so-called honour killings, homophobia, anti-Semitism, and continued support for 
those responsible for terrorist atrocities.”53 The organisation claims to oppose the assumption 
to “that all Muslims are complicit in or somehow responsible”, but demands the opportunity of 
free and open discussion about issues, including terrorism, and claims it will “work to protect 
the inalienable rights of all people to protest against radical Islam’s encroachment into the lives 
of non-Muslims.” The EDL demands a reform of the Islam faith, including the claim that 
“British Muslims should be able to safely demand reform of their religion, in order to make it 
more relevant to the needs of the modern world and more respectful of other groups in 
society.”54 The organisation views (radical) Islam incompatible with the British and more 
generally the European way of life, encompassing democratic ideals, such as freedom of speech, 
social liberties and secularism, due to a belief that Muslims would rather accept Sharia law than 
the British laws. British Muslims must be given the opportunity to free themselves from the 
supposed ‘stranglehold’ of radical Islam on British Muslims, dominating Muslim organisations 
and Mosques, leading to a state of fearfulness and isolation, especially amongst women whom 
“it encases in the Burqa.” Radical Islam “misrepresents their [British Muslims] views, stifles 
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freedom of expression and indoctrinates their children, whilst continually doing a discredit to 
those who do wish to peacefully co-exist with their fellow Britons.” 
Secondly, the promotion of democracy and the rule of law by opposing Sharia. As 
aforementioned, the general belief is that the ultimate goal of radical Islam is to impose Sharia 
law in Europe, it is thus needed to oppose such tendencies and promote democracy and the rule 
of law. The concept of Sharia is completely opposed, ultimately viewed as and only functional 
as “a complete alternative to” the existing laws and norms, ‘legal, political and social systems.’ 
The imposition of Sharia law is regarded to be creeping its way into British society, in, for 
instance, so-called parallel-societies in which Islamic courts operate and foremost the 
availability of halal meat. The perceived threat of the imposition of Sharia law is a central aspect 
of the narrative of the Islamisation of the West. It is perceived as a “process by which the 
supremacy of Islam is taking place by whatever means Muslims and their allies use”55 and thus 
functions as an inspiration to and justification of existence of social movements such as the 
EDL and PEGIDA.  
Thirdly, the EDL demands a reform public education, in regards to Islam, in order to ensure 
“that the public get a balanced picture of Islam.”56 According to the EDL, the treatment of Islam 
by the political establishment and the media has been inaccurate and according to the ‘needs of 
policy-makers’ and not the British society. This has made problem-solving impossible and has 
led to ‘self-defeating and destructive policy’, and has made the British government a 
propaganda tool of the Muslim Brotherhood. The ‘sanitised’ portrayal of Islam have affected 
policy-making and the ‘harmony and security of the nation.’ The EDL understands Islam as 
“not just a religious system, but a political and social ideology that seeks to dominate all non-
believers and impose a harsh legal system that rejects democratic accountability and human 
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rights. It runs counter to all that we hold dear within our British liberal democracy, and it must 
be prepared to change, to conform to secular, liberal ideals and laws, and to contribute to social 
harmony, rather than causing divisions.”57 
Fourthly, a demand for ‘respecting tradition’ by “promoting the traditions and culture of 
England while at the same time being open to embrace the best that other cultures can offer.” 
The narrative of the imposition of Sharia law is one that unites all movements opposing the 
Islamisation and a central aspect of recruitment. “According to the ideology the process of 
Islamisation will culminate in the imposition of Sharia.” It is argued that strict Sharia “is integral 
to Islam, and that Muslims are duty-bound to live by it and impose wherever they reside.”58 
Counter-Jihad movements, such as the EDL, PEGIDA and SIOE (‘Stop the Islamisation of 
Europe) claim that Sharia is central to all Muslims and it is accordingly “presented as the only 
“true” Islam”59, which in turn justifies the claim that any practicing Muslim “must strive to 
implement it, superseding the Western legal systems in the process.” Moreover, it is believed 
that Muslim integration is orchestrated in order to ensure Islam’s global victory and impose 
Sharia law in the West, including Britain. Thus, the organisation claims to defend the British 
culture, religion, democracy and freedom and does so by promoting cultural nationalism, which 
allowed the group to form ties with like-minded groups and individuals in Europe and the 
United States. “As a social movement, the EDL claims to be concerned primarily with 
defending England’s traditional, national and cultural identity against what it sees as the 
demonic threat of Islam.”60  
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The fourth point of the mission statement once again can be used as a claim that the EDL is in 
fact anti-racist, or at least the organisers’ initial intention was to be an anti-racist organisation. 
It is accepted that culture is not stagnant or static and that certain aspects change over time, 
contributions by other cultures can be made which make a “culture stronger and more vibrant.” 
Yet, the EDL claims that policy-makers “impose non-English cultures on the English people” 
and thus undermine the domestic cultural heritage. The mission statement rejects the notion of 
‘cultural sensitivity’. Migrants are expected to respect the domestic culture whereas “the best 
of their culture will be absorbed naturally”. The EDL claims that it is open to all support, “from 
people of all races, all faiths, all political persuasions, and all lifestyle choices.” The sole 
opponent is claimed to be radical Islam and the Islamisation of Britain.  
The EDL’s final objective is the international cooperation amongst like-minded groups and 
individuals, as it is evident in the endorsement of the EDL by Pamela Geller and the founding 
of various defence leagues across Europe. Thus, the fifth and final part of the EDL’s mission 
statement states that it “is keen to join with others who share our values”, promoting 
international cooperation amongst Counter-Jihad organisations, to work “in solidarity with 
others around the world.”61 
4.3 PROTESTS 
As aforementioned, many of the EDL demonstrations were accompanied by violence, riot-like 
protests and followed by a series of arrests. EDL supporters often clashed with opposing groups, 
such as Unite Against Fascism (UAF), the police, but also clashes between white and Asian 
males were reported.62 Although claiming to be a group of peaceful protest against the rise of 
radical Islam, the group’s call to protest was often heard by elements of the football hooligan 
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scene and other violent elements of the British society. Garland and Treadwell have suspected 
that links to these hooligan ‘firms’ could give the EDL access to a cluster of what they call 
‘footsoldiers’. To Garland et al. the EDL’s Islamophobic views and provocative street army 
tactics mean that it poses the most serious threat to public order and community cohesion since 
the heyday of the National Front in the 1970s.”63 
The call to protest was primarily spread on the social media website Facebook, on which the 
EDL still has roughly 300,000 followers.64 The number of demonstrators at EDL rallies heavily 
varied. Some protests were only attended by a couple of hundred supporters, others by a couple 
of thousand. For instance, around 900 EDL supporters attended the aforementioned protest on 
8 August 2009, whereas a rally held in Glasgow just three months after, only drove 
approximately 70 to 150 people out on the streets.65 Yet, the numbers were often large enough 
to cause considerable unrest and disorder at times, especially when the EDL was confronted by 
a counter-demonstration often provided by the UAF.  
One of the more controversial rallies was held in Bradford on 28 August 2010. The protest was 
accompanied by a police presence of 1,300 officers, yet, the situation escalated as bottles and 
smoke bombs were thrown at counter-protesters and the police.66 The EDL claimed that 1,000 
supporters had gathered in order to protest the Islamisation of Britain, however police estimates 
questioned this turn-out. Particularly formative for the organisation’s trajectory was however, 
that it was claimed that Norwegian terrorist Anders Behring Breivik had indeed attended this 
protest, leaving the EDL in a precarious situation, due to possible links of EDL organisers to 
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Breivik. Assumptions, which were of course denied by leading EDL figures such as Tommy 
Robinson, as well as former EDL member Paul Ray. 
Arguably the EDL reached the height of popularity, when concerned with sheer numbers of 
protesters on the streets at 5 February 2011, when the organisation marched in Luton alongside 
defence leagues from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany and France and 
around 3,000 people took to the streets.  
At this point, it must be noted that the EDL had reached the stage of ‘bureaucratisation’ 
according to Christiansen, or ‘formalisation’ in Blumer’s words. The organisation was able to 
draw from a massive pool of demonstrators to publicly support their aims, carried out publicity 
stunts in order to gain acceptance, support and a more positive public image. The EDL reached 
a stage of higher organisational altitude, which allowed it to form coalitions and articulate 
coalition-based strategies in order to penetrate the political spectrum, as the events described 
below demonstrate. 
The events on 31 March 2012 held in Aarhus, Denmark, and on 4 August 2012 in Stockholm, 
Sweden were of great importance for the broader Counter-Jihad movements, because these 
events mark the manifestation of the ‘Stop the Islamization of Nations’ (SION), an ‘American 
Freedom Defense Initiative’, and also a new phase of international cooperation amongst the 
European and International far-right groups concerned with radical Islam. The event was 
attended by defence leagues from across Europe and would, according to Tommy Robinson 
“give birth to a new era of standing up against the Islamisation of Europe”, while also providing 
the opportunity to meet with like-minded groups and ensure that “these people are not neo-
Nazis, are not lunatics, do support Israel, do have the same agenda as us”.67  Despite a limited 
attendance of about 50 to 60 people in Aarhus, the main aim of this event was to form ties 
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across Europe and America, thus more of a strategic importance, than anything else. “The 
gathering signalled the start of a coherent strategy to create a decentralised network and unite 
likeminded Counter-Jihad groups in Europe and America.”68 As Meleagrou-Hitchens and Brun 
have identified, the meetings were characterised by an absence of the ‘classic’ EDL hooligan 
elements, but was made up of older people with various political backgrounds, indicating that 
these were foremost attended by the leaders, the ‘elite’ of the new far-right movements, 
assuming the incentive was to establish a coherent strategy, physical presence in the respective 
countries and to stop solely “relying on online activism”.69  
The event held in Stockholm five months later concluded with a series of arguments which the 
Counter-Jihad movement views as central to their agenda and which, in parts are comparable 
to the above mentioned mission statement, while being more specific. These conclusions entail 
the abandonment of the public by the political establishment which is describes as a mere 
bystander in the “gradual destruction of Western society by Islam”, being in possession of the 
‘real truth’ and in a war against press and media. This, a common theme amongst far-right 
groups, is once again underlined by claiming that press and political elites are overtly politically 
correct and abide to a self-censorship, which prevents any discussions about Islam, in turn 
curtailing freedom of speech. It becomes evident, that the Counter-Jihad movement, including 
the EDL see themselves at war with radical Islam on the one hand, and with the political 
establishment, the media, the political left on the other, the latter aiding, or at least by-standing 
whilst radical Islam is slowly taking over the West. Thus, the activist claim to be at the forefront 
of a ‘long war’ to defend the cultural heritage of the West, democratic ideals and ‘the vision of 
a free society’, in which women can choose freely how to dress, live, etc. according to their 
wishes, amongst others. The Islamisation of the West is regarded to be factual, backed by 
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examples, such as the ban of pork in Danish schools, or the perception of so-called ‘no-go 
areas’, a term used to refer to neighbourhoods across Europe which are predominantly Muslim. 
Furthermore, it is concluded that the Quran is regarded to be the ‘most dangerous book in the 
world’, because it justifies and advocates violence in the name of Allah. Therefore, Islam needs 
to be modernised and secularised if peaceful coexistence between Muslims and others is to take 
place.70 These arguments are in accordance with the mission statement released by the EDL 
through their Facebook page and the meetings in Aarhus and Stockholm played a pivotal role 
in the establishment of an internationally organised Counter-Jihad movement with 
independently operating movements united against a common opponent, radical Islam. 
Therefore, these meetings are regarded to be of importance to the new far-right movement, 
considering leading figures of the movement such as Tommy Robinson and Pamela Geller, 
amongst others are still to this day playing a part in the recruitment of followers and publicising 
their views. Moreover, apart from networking, these meetings offer an opportunity to pass on 
strategic advice from one group to another.  
On 8 September 2013, the EDL staged a demonstration at Tower Hamlet, London. The protest 
ended with arrests of over 160 people, including Tommy Robinson who left the EDL shortly 
thereafter.71  
Concluding, it can be said that the EDL held a series of rallies all over the UK with varying 
numbers of supporters and counter-protesters, mainly staged by the UAF. The EDL rallies often 
culminated in public disorder and arrests, which earned the organisation the reputation of 
‘drunken hooligans’. This has certainly played a role in the decline in the organisation’s street 
presence, the reversion to online activism and its gradual splintering and dissolution. Although 
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a protest was held on 20 February 2016 in Preston under the banner of the EDL72, the turnout 
was rather small and many of the former supporters seem to have reoriented themselves and 
aligned with other, more successful far-right parties and movements, such as Britain First and 
possibly PEGIDA UK. In regards to Christiansen’s ‘four-stage’ theorem, the EDL successfully 
managed to reach and evolve through the first three stages, ‘emergence’, ‘coalescence’, and 
‘bureaucratisation’. As hinted at in earlier passages, the EDL has somewhat declined and thus 
has also abided to the ‘four-stage’ theorem. The decline of the EDL will be discussed in chapter 
4.5.  
4.4 PUBLIC PERCEPTION 
4.4.1 The Public’s attitude towards the EDL 
 
In 2012, YouGov conducted a survey, asking the British public about their opinion on the EDL, 
but also on more general topics, such as satisfaction with politics, trust in politicians, 
immigration issues, and community relations, among others. The survey was based on a random 
sample of 1,666 adults from the UK, which in turn was drawn from an online panel of 350,000 
adults. The panel was weighted to the profile of eligible voters on the basis of age, gender, class, 
religion, party affiliation, as well as newspaper readership. The survey included the regions of 
London (n=213), the South (n=541), Midlands/Wales (n=357), the North (n=410) and Scotland 
(n=145). The survey aimed at analysing the public’s opinion on issues brought forward by 
Counter-Jihad groups, while simultaneously analysing 298 of those polled who firstly had heard 
of the EDL, knew what it stood for and secondly agreed with its motives, values, methods and 
tactics.73  
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According to the YouGov survey of 2012, 60 per cent of those polled viewed the economy to 
be the single most important issue facing the United Kingdom, followed by 17 per cent 
regarding immigration and asylum to be the biggest issue. When given the option to select the 
three most pressing issues the UK is facing, the economy was identified by 79 per cent of those 
polled to be the one of the most serious issues, 48 per cent of the respondents also viewed 
immigration and asylum as one of the main problems, and roughly one third, 32 per cent 
regarded healthcare to be one of the major issues. Yet, the question of immigration has always 
been widely discussed, and more so since the refugee crisis and in the wake of the British EU-
referendum. A YouGov survey of April 2016, concerned with said referendum indicates that 
the issue of immigration and asylum has increased its importance amongst the British public 
and electorate. Given the question ‘Which ONE of the following will be most important to you 
in deciding how to vote in the referendum?’ 17 per cent of the 2044 respondents answered with 
which choice is likely to deal better with the issue of immigration. A total of 71 per cent of 
those polled regarded immigration within the last 10 years to the UK to be too high, whereas 
respondents were given the choice, among others, between the option ‘much too high’ (47%) 
or ‘little too high’ (24%). Moreover, 63 per cent of those polled agreed with the statement that 
there should be tighter limits on the amount of immigration into Britain.74 
 
                                                          




Returning to the topic of the first YouGov 
survey, see Table 1, the respondents were asked 
about their knowledge of the EDL. According to 
the survey, 33 per cent of those polled had heard 
of the organisation and knew what it stood for, 
42 per cent had heard of the EDL, however were 
unsure what it represented, 19 per cent claimed 
to have never heard of the EDL and 6 per cent of 
those polled answered ‘don’t know’. 75  These 
results leave 1,282 people in the survey that have 
heard of the EDL, which were then questioned 
on whether they would ever join the movement, 
if they agreed with its motives and methods and 
if they would regard it to be a racist organisation. 
The overwhelming majority, 77 per cent, 
claimed that it would never join the movement, 9 
per cent would consider to join and 1 per cent considered themselves to be a member of the 
EDL, 13 per cent did not know. Yet, when concerned with the EDL’s values and methods, 21 
per cent of the 1,282 drawn from the original sample said that they agreed with the values, but 
not the methods. 3 per cent claimed to agree with both values and methods, whilst the majority, 
almost one half, 47 per cent rejected both. Roughly one third of the 1,282 polled, 29 per cent 
preferred not to answer, or did not know.76 Finally, the question, from what those polled knew 
about the EDL, whether or not the EDL is a racist organisation was answered by 53 per cent 
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Table 1: Public opinion of the EDL 
Source: YouGov (2012) 
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who indeed deemed the EDL to be racist, 18 per cent rejected this notion and claimed that the 
EDL is in fact not racist, and again roughly one third, 28 per cent said they did not know.77  
 
4.4.2 EDL Sympathisers 
 
Those respondents who had answered they agreed with the values and methods of the EDL 
were questioned further and studied specifically. The following section will discuss the findings 
of 39 EDL supporters compared to the full sample, starting with the social composition of both 
groups, see Table 3. It must be noted that although a sample of 39 may not be statistically 
significant, to the extent that exact conclusions on the whole population may be drawn, however 
the survey does offer the reader an insight into the motivations and composition of parts of the 
group known as the EDL. Additionally, findings by Bartlett and Littler will be discussed as 
well, in order to provide the reader with a broader impression about EDL supporters, their social 
background, and motivations, also in regards to the general UK population. Bartlett and Littler 
conducted a quantitative analysis, including online surveys with EDL supporters, in order to 
analysis the structure of the organisation and to learn more about its supporters. The data set 
contained 1,295 entries and were examined according to the occurrence of certain traits, 
compared to the general population and eventually analysed according to differences between 
sub-categories of EDL supporters, such as demonstrators and non-demonstrators. Their 
findings were backed by an analysis of the demographics of the EDL’s Facebook page.  
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According to the YouGov survey, see Table 2, the majority of the polled EDL supporters are 
male (65 per cent) and 45 and older (60 per cent). Only 16 per cent of EDL supporters are 
between 18 and 29 years old, which may be surprising, because findings suggest that right-wing 
movements appeal to young, 
less well-educated men. 78  In 
contrast to the results of the 
YouGov survey, Bartlett and 
Littler found that the majority, 
72 per cent of EDL Facebook 
followers as of September 
2011 were indeed under 30, the 16 to 20 year-olds being the largest group with 36 per cent, 
followed by 21 to 25 year-olds (24 per cent). Yet this may be partly explained by the fact that 
Facebook is a social network vastly used by the younger generation, hence the penetration rates 
are highest among those under 30.79  
Further, according to Bartlett and Littler, more than 80 per cent of the EDL supporters were 
male (81 per cent of the total 38,200 EDL Facebook followers were male as of September 2011, 
and 86 per cent of the survey respondents). The authors estimate that the EDL had a loose 
membership of 25,000 to 35,000 supporters based on the EDL’s internet presence and this 
medium being its central organisational element. 80  However, it is important to note that 
identifying members of the organisation proves difficult, due to the organisation’s non-
traditional mobilisation technique via internet, in contrast to more traditional membership 
entries, such as the signing of a pledge. Because of it, a central membership list does not exist. 
In terms of geographical concentration (major city within 50 kilometres) of EDL supporters, 
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Table 2: Social composition of EDL 
supporters
Full Sample Counter-Jihad Supporters
Source: YouGov (2012) 
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unsurprisingly London ranked 1st with 27 per cent, followed by the second largest city 
Birmingham with 16 per cent. The authors suggest that these numbers reflect the EDL’s 
founding to have taken place in Luton. The northern cities of Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle 
and Leeds combine for 35 per cent of EDL followership.81 Yet, a significant number of EDL 
supporters are willing to travel 100 km or more to attend rallies and protests. The survey found 
that 24 per cent of those polled had recently (in the last six months) undertaken said activity. 
Additionally, 2 per cent of the 804 polled respondents had travelled abroad. Yet, online activism 
supporting the EDL, 52 per cent, as well as local demonstrations, 44 per cent, generate the 
highest figures in terms of activities.82 
 
In terms of profession, the YouGov survey found that, although almost half, 48 per cent, of 
EDL sympathisers have a working-class background, 26 per cent skilled manual and 22 per 
cent semi/unskilled manual, one quarter of the EDL supporters identified as 
professionals/managerial, 28 per cent as routine non-manuals. Moreover, half of those polled 
are employed full-time, 12 per cent work part-time, 26 per cent are retired and only 3 per cent 
are unemployed. The unemployment rate of EDL supporters is slightly lower compared to 4 
per cent in the full sample. Here, the statistics determined by Bartlett and Littler differ greatly 
from the ones identified by the YouGov survey. The study found, that 27.5 per cent of the 16-
24 year-old and 28 per cent of the 25-64 year-old EDL sympathisers are unemployed, compared 
to the respective national averages of 2011 of 19.7 and 6 per cent.83 The youth unemployment 
has since decreased and the latest figures rate youth unemployment at 13.6 per cent, when 
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excluding young people in full-time education the unemployment rate for 16-24 year-olds is 
11.9 per cent, with the overall unemployment rate at 5 per cent.84 
In terms of education, the YouGov sample tells us that 9 per cent of EDL sympathisers do not 
have any educational qualifications, a figure slightly higher than the full sample figure of 8 per 
cent. 39 per cent obtained Secondary level education or GCSE, 13 per cent reached A-Level, 
13 per cent have other post-16 qualifications and 18 per cent have a degree or a postgraduate.85 
As the highest level of education, 55 per cent of the EDL supporters polled by Bartlett and 
Littler stated a school qualification, 30 per cent a university or college education. Thus, the 
numbers found by the latter survey are slightly higher and perhaps more significant, since the 
sample size proved to be larger to begin with. Yet, the figures do suggest certain similarities. 
Additionally, 20 per cent of those polled were currently enrolled at university. According to 
Bartlett and Littler, the national average of higher education lies at around 45 per cent. 86  
 
The figures obtained in the YouGov survey would suggest that EDL sympathisers are not as 
removed from the average British citizenry as one might expect and as Table 2 above 
highlighted. There are slight variances noticeable, however, the results of the two groups follow 
the same patterns. According to the YouGov survey discussed in the Chatham House report, 
EDL supporters were slightly more politically active than the respondents in the full sample, 
14 per cent of the EDL sympathisers had not voted al last election, compared to 20 per cent 
amongst the full sample.87 
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Table 3 shows the respective respondents trust in political and other institutions, such as the 
parliament, MPs, parties, the police, and journalists. Not surprisingly, the EDL sympathisers 
showed to be more distrusting of these institutions than the rest of the sample, in all categories 
but journalists. Although the distrust of 71 per 
cent of the polled EDL supporters is rather 
high, given the bad press the EDL has made, 
one would assume the distrust would be more 
far-reaching. In unison with the PEGIDA 
movement, which has been particularly 
infamous for denouncing the press and 
journalists of lying and backing the political 
establishment, thus being part of the problem 
which is to be solved, as it will be discussed 
below. Both organisations, although 
obviously not entirely satisfied with the political process claim to be the defendants of their 
respective societies, whether that entails a social, cultural or a political element. The survey 
conducted by Bartlett and Littler support the findings by the YouGov survey discussed in Table 
3, as they note, “interestingly, the low levels of trust EDL supporters have in people […] are 
not closely related to their levels of trust in social and political institutions uniformly. Although 
the levels of trust EDL supporters have in institutions are systematically lower than those of the 
general public, it is often by a small margin. The EDL supporters only report higher levels of 























Table 3: Distrust in institutions
Full Sample Counter-Jihad Supporters
Source: YouGov (2012) 
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mainstream media, the army, trade unions and the EU are not markedly different from those of 
the general public.”88 
 
Table 4 depicts, a total of 62 per cent of EDL sympathisers are dissatisfied with the democratic 
system, compared to a total of 32 per cent satisfaction. As stated above, the social composition 
of the polled EDL sympathisers showed 
parallels to the average British citizen. The 
figures described in tables 3 and 4 however 
once again highlight the similarities of 
average citizen and EDL supporters in 
terms of opinions and sentiments towards 
democratic institutions. 89  Moreover, as 
Bartlett and Littler found, there is an 
overall sentiment of dissatisfaction with 
the general direction the country is moving 
to, which is higher amongst EDL supporters, 88 per cent (n=1,295) of those polled believe 
Britain not to be on the right track, compared to 52 per cent of the general population.90 
 
It must thus be noted that the very sentiments that drove a particular set of people to the streets 
to protest alongside Tommy Robinson and the other leaders of the EDL are present amongst 
the British populace. Although this does not necessarily allow for the conclusion that the EDL 
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Table 4: Satisfaction with democracy
Full Sample Counter-Jihad Supporters
Source: YouGov (2012) 
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has wide-ranging support of the citizenry, as discussed above, the majority of those polled 
rejected the organisation’s values and methods. 
So what made people join the English Defence League? The most common answer given by 41 
per cent of those polled by Bartlett et al. in an open question was that they wanted to show, 
what was summarised by the authors as opposition of Islam, whereas men (45%) were more 
likely to give this answer compared to women (28%). Some of the answers specified in regards 
to the perceived nature of Islam, such as political Islam or Islamic extremists, while others 
expressed discontent of all Muslims.91 The second most frequent answer given by 31 per cent 
of the respondents was that of an identity, an emotion of pride and love towards England and 
thus the feeling of “commitment to preserving traditional national and cultural values, and belief 
in representing the interests of ‘real’ countrymen.”92 The sense that something, specifically 
liberal values need to be protected does of course require a force from which it needs protection 
of, in this case, among others but especially relevant, the perceived threat of Islam, or rather the 
Islamisation of Britain. As the EDL has clearly expressed, the Islamisation is to be prevented, 
which resonates greatly amongst its members. 
The third most important reason for 
the polled EDL supporters to join the 
EDL was the in parts already 
discussed in the section above 
disillusionment with the political 
establishment, the elites and 
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Table 5: Reasons to join the EDL
Source: Bartlett, J., Littler, M. (2011). 
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institutions, including the media and the general direction the country was heading. 17 per cent 
of the respondents gave that answer.93 
  
 
In order to be able to shine light on what drives people out on the street to support the EDL, 
Bartlett and Littler compared what they called demonstrators and non-demonstrators, their 
demographics, social political views, motivations, personal values, including measures of 
pessimism and optimism, and again a confidence in institution, in detail the police and the 
justice legal system. The findings are interesting, especially in addition with the general 
inferences that the authors have drawn about the demonstrators. 
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Source: Bartlett, J., Littler, M. (2011). 
As we can see, those EDL demonstrators polled, displayed a larger share of female protesters 
(27% > 20%), were younger in comparison (73% > 63% under 30), a vast majority considered 
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themselves to be members of the EDL (88% > 61%), were less educated on university level 
(42% < 48%), yet were less likely to be unemployed (20% < 25%), showed more pessimism 
about the future (52% > 39%), a higher value of security (43% > 32%), less regard towards 
human life (19% < 28%) and more distrust in the institutions of police (70% > 56%) and the 
justice and legal system (81% > 70%) than their non-demonstrating counterparts.94  
According to Bartlett and Littler, the most significant factor for driving a demonstrator out on 
the street was the sentiment of pessimism about Britain’s future. “If a respondent disagreed 
with the statement that ‘the UK is on the right track’, there was a 68 per cent increase in the 
likelihood of them demonstrating”95. Additionally, the authors state that an agreement with the 
statement that ‘the next 12 months will be worse than the last 12 months’ increased the 
demonstration potential by 41 per cent. The lack of trust in the justice and legal system increased 
the likelihood of demonstration by 43 per cent, whereas the lack of trust in the police increased 
said likelihood by 57 per cent. A lack of trust in the government and in the media ‘only’ 
increased the likelihood of demonstration by 22 and 23 per cent respectively. Surprisingly, a 
belief in the acceptance of violence only led to a 7 per cent increase in the likelihood of 
demonstration, whereas age had the expected affect. When controlling for demographics and a 
range of attitudinal covariates, EDL supporters under 30 are 57 per cent likely to demonstrate.96 
 
4.5 SPREAD ACROSS EUROPE AND THE ORGANISATION’S DECLINE 
The idea of forming defence leagues proved quite popular in Europe, and defence leagues 
sprouted in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany, among others. The 
Norwegian Defence League made headlines after the terrorist attacks perpetrated by Anders 
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Behring Breivik in Oslo and on Utøya in 2011, killing 77 people. Breivik joined the NDL in 
2010, although NDL leadership distanced themselves from the attacks and his persona, claiming 
he was thrown out of the organisation, because his views were “too extreme”.97 During the 
course of the investigations into Breivik, allegations were made against the leadership of the 
EDL to have met Breivik in person at a Geert Wilders speech in London prior to the attacks and 
interacted with him online, as he reached out to like-minded people in far-right and anti-Muslim 
online forums. Breivik could have been inspired by Paul Ray, as the Telegraph suggested, and 
as Ray himself recognised similarities between Breivik’s manifesto and his own blog Lionheart, 
“It does worry me that he got inspiration from my blog and it does look that way,” Ray said, 
“But what he did was pure evil. I could never use what he has done to further my own beliefs.”98   
Tommy Robinson denied accusations brought forward by another EDL member numerous 
times, while also appearing to express comprehension for the actions of Breivik on other 
occasions. Whether or not an alliance between Breivik and the EDL was forged, the allegations 
had a negative impact on the public perception of the EDL. 
Evidently, the EDL’s agenda resonated across Europe’s far-right activists and was noted in the 
United States as well. Apart from the aforementioned forming of defence leagues in Germany, 
the Netherlands and other European countries, the above mentioned meetings in Scandinavia, 
at Aarhus and Stockholm, are the manifestation of a decentralised international network of like-
minded movements, seeking to internationalise the Counter-Jihad movement. Meleagrou-
Hitchens and Brun state that instead of using the term “leaderless resistance”, the movements 
chose to function as a “distributed network”, preventing the network’s exposure of a weak link 
within their movement, due to the lack of ‘a set command and control hierarchy.’ This being 
the case, “the model can be applied to multiple Counter-Jihad groups and individuals in 
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different countries and regions, allowing them to act relatively independently of one another 
while pursuing the same overarching strategy and agenda.”99 This partly explains the spread of 
defence leagues across Europe on the one hand, as well as it offers an explanation for the 
relative success of PEGIDA on the other. These individual movements are connected mainly 
through channels such as the internet, act independently, and yet are part of a larger movement. 
Thus, one movement can act as an inspiration to others, lending its name, ideas, agenda and 
often reputation. By adopting an organisation’s nametag, it is made clear that there is a general 
agreement with the ideals of the original movement, may it be the English Defence League or 
PEGIDA. The offshoots align themselves with those goals in the broader sense, embedded in a 
broader social movement, while simultaneously pursuing regional and local agendas. 
Interestingly, former EDL leader Yaxley-Lennon, better known as Tommy Robinson co-
founded PEGIDA UK in 2015, after leaving the EDL in 2013 to work with the Muslim-led 
think tank Quilliam. In recent interviews, it becomes evident that his attitude towards the 
perceived threat of Islamisation and the rise of radical Islam has not changed, but rather he 
seems to have acknowledged that the outlook of the EDL and the tactics utilised were not prone 
to succeed on a larger (middle-class) scale. Yet, his departure from the EDL must be regarded 
as crucial for the organisations decline. In regards to the ‘four-stage’ theorem, the EDL case in 
quite interesting, because the reasons behind the organisation’s decline fit various categories 
identified by Christiansen. Firstly, the organisation suffered from organisational and structural 
faults, which eventually led to a factionalism within the movements leadership, as well as 
followership, which led to the EDL’s splintering. Secondly, Tommy Robinson’s and Kevin 
Carrol’s departure to Quilliam can viewed as what Christiansen defines as ‘co-optation’, in 
which the “movement leaders come to associate with authorities or movement targets more than 
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with the social movement constituents.” 100  Robinson and Carrol were both inclined and 
convinced to rather achieve their goals with a Muslim think-tank than with the existing EDL 
framework, eventually leading to the organisations decline. 
Robinson became rather well-known and was ultimately the face of the EDL until his departure 
in 2013, returned to the public’s attention by announcing the formation of PEGIDA UK 
alongside Anne Marie Waters, also the leader of an organisation called Sharia Watch and Paul 
Weston, a former UKIP and British Freedom Party member and now leader of the political 
party Liberty GB.101   
The latest, most notable EDL protest was stages in the town of Preston on 20 February 2016. 
However, the turnout of 150 to 200 protesters was rather small, underlining the organisation’s 
inability to mobilise significant numbers. It seems as though the British far-right is splintered 
into various groups, the biggest of them arguably being the political party Britain First, which 
is able to attract more than 1.4m followers on Facebook as of June 2016, compared to the 
300,000 followers of the EDL and around 11,000 PEGIDA UK. 102  There seems to be a disunity 
on the means of how to achieve the goal that connects all, or most of the far-right groups, may 
it be the EDL, Britain First or PEGIDA UK. 
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5.1 INITIATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Whereas the EDL was founded in 2009 in Luton, England, the PEGIDA movement originated 
from Dresden in 2014. Despite predictions by various scholars that PEGIDA would fade into 
nothingness, or rather supporters would jump on the bandwagon of right-wing populist parties, 
such as the AfD, the movement is yet able to mobilise enough followers to attend their so-called 
‘evening strolls’ Monday to Monday at Dresden, as well as form branches in other cities across 
Germany and Europe. The organisation released a 19-point program in which the central points 
of its agenda are formulated. The foundation of PEGIDA and AfD do not entail a vacancy of 
right-wing groups and parties, however these very peculiar times of crises, such as the financial 
breakdown and the vast refugee flow into Europe, allowed these movements to flourish and 
gain support. Nonetheless, there are a variety of predecessors to these organisations, the ‘Pro’-
movement, of course the NPD and other more or less regional far-right parties and social 
movements, just to name a few. Yet, the success, the rapid rise of PEGIDA, as aforementioned, 
across Germany and Europe just weeks after its foundation in the city of Dresden, does raise 
the question why PEGIDA is so appealing to a part of the German society? How are the 
organisers able to preserve the outlook of the “worried citizens”103 protesting the alleged loss 
of Western cultural values, while at the same time rallying with well-known far-right activists 
and Hooligans among others? 
PEGIDA came into existence as a street protest movement on 13 October 2014 in Dresden. The 
foundation as an association followed almost exactly one month later on the 14 November and 
its inclusion into the official register yet again another month later on 19 December 2014.  
                                                          




Initially only a secret group on the social media website Facebook, its members decided to 
voice their frustrations on the street and organised the first PEGIDA demonstration in Dresden 
on 20 October 2014, attended, according to Police statistics, by roughly 350 people. In regards 
to the four stages of social movements, PEGIDA entered the first stage with its first ‘evening 
stroll’ in late October 2014. The shift from individual dissatisfaction to public and collective 
action had been made. Moreover, the movement was able to establish itself quite quickly and 
widened its support to around 1,000 demonstrators just three weeks later. These figures rose to 
10,000 on 8 December 2014, reaching the movement’s preliminary climax one month later with 
acclaimed 25,000 attendees, although other sources speak of 12,000 or even 18,000 
protesters.104 This demonstration on 12 January 2015 marks the peak of PEGIDA in Dresden 
and any other German city thus far. The quick rise in support and the ability to mobilise the 
masses within the PEGIDA framework marks the second stage of Christiansen’s ‘four-stages 
of social movements’.  PEGIDA became a platform for many to voice their grievances at a 
stage in which, according to Hopper, “unrest is no longer covert, endemic, and esoteric; it becomes 
overt, epidemic, and exoteric. Discontent is no longer uncoordinated and individual; it tends to become 
focalized and collective”.105 Thus, PEGIDA transformed from individual and secretive ushering of 
discontent among acquaintances to public collective action. 
The first months of 2015 were so to speak marked by the first crisis the movement had to face. 
Up until January 2015, the members of the so-called ‘Orga-Team’, the organisational circle, as 
well as ordinary PEGIDA supporters had been characterised by a complete refusal to talk to 
members of the press and media. In fact, PEGIDA did not make a secret of its perception of the 
press, repeatedly chanting ‘Lügenpresse’ (‘lying press’), in itself a clear connection to the Third 
Reich rhetoric. This refusal was eventually lifted on the 18th of January when Kathrin Oertel, 
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one of the initiators of PEGIDA and members of the Orga-Team accepted an invitation to a talk 
show, an appearance that sparked harsh critique across the German public and media. The 
scheduled PEGIDA rally the day following the infamous TV appearance of Katrin Oertel was 
cancelled in the light of the terrorist attacks in Paris and terror warnings across Europe, as well 
as unspecified threats to PEGIDA leader Lutz Bachmann. The following PEGIDA rally a week 
later was met by a large number of counter-protesters who had gathered in as part of a music 
festival organised by prominent German artists, in order to oppose the PEGIDA protests. This 
music festival was attended by roughly 22,000 people, outnumbering the 17,000 PEGIDA 
supporters.106 Despite the still massive turnout, PEGIDA’s inner circle were faced with public 
criticism, especially aimed at Lutz Bachmann, as well as inner disputes concerned with 
offshoots of PEGIDA, namely LEGIDA based in Leipzig. The demonstrations in Leipzig were 
noticeably traversed by radical right-wing individuals and groups and at times turned violent, 
opposing the self-given image by PEGIDA to be a peaceful social movement. Thus, Lutz 
Bachmann attempted to certify other offshoot organisations in other cities under the original 
PEGIDA Dresden. An attempt met by criticism, which led to internal ideological divisions. The 
aforementioned criticism aimed at Lutz Bachmann stemmed from his criminal background, a 
photograph of him posing as Adolf Hitler which he had posted in a secret group online, as well 
as comments, or rather racial slurs he used in regards to refugees and immigrants in said secret 
group. As a result of public criticism and internal division amongst the Orga-team, the inner 
circle eventually dissolved between 25 and 27 January 2015. Former members of the 
organisational circle, including Katrin Oertel founded a new movement called ‘Direkte 
Demokratie für Europa’ (‘Direct Democracy for Europe’ – DDfE) not long after the dissolution 
of PEGIDA’s ‘Orga-team’. Leaders of the DDfE let it be known that it does not want to offer 
opposition to PEGIDA, due to overlapping goals of the organisations, yet want to achieve them 
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via different means, also criticising PEGIDA to offer a platform to NPD supporters. The new 
organisation staged their first rally attended by around 500 supporters on 8 February 2015. The 
second protest on 19 February 2015 was only attended by roughly 100 protesters.107 The two 
leading figures Katrin Oertel and Rene Jahn declared their departure from DDfE on 9 March 
2015.108 
Despite the division of the inner circle, PEGIDA did not cease to exist, continuing their 
presence on the streets of Dresden in February 2015, with 2,000 attendees.109 As the author 
would argue, the division of PEGIDA’s leadership circle actually pinpoints the stage of 
bureaucratisation in the organisations development, because uncertainties about the movements 
aims are erased, and a leadership surrounding Lutz Bachmann is established. Moreover, 
according to Rucht, the division of the ‘Orga-team’ left a “hard, explicitly xenophobic, radical 
right-wing and racist”, which remained with PEGIDA and a more “moderate, citizen-oriented, 
populist and ‘pro-democratic’ soft core”, founding a new movement. As he predicted, the 
former will continue with its agenda, trying to expand German-, if not European-wide, whereas 
the latter will eventually cease to exist, because of programmatic and organisational difficulties 
and because demands for ‘more democracy’ are at the core of leftist groupings, in which they 
are backed by well-educated base and which are unlikely to a support right-wing populist 
movement.110 Therefore, PEGIDA underwent a shift from alleged citizen-oriented, middle-
class protest movement, to a more explicit and articulated right-wing establishment. Yet, as the 
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numbers suggests, PEGIDA, despite predictions by various scholars has not ceased to exist, 
still able to mobilise a substantial amount of support, whether it be online or on the streets.  
As the figures suggest, PEGIDA was generally not able to reach more than 17,000 supporters 
again, except for the maximum estimates, see Table 5, on October 19 2015, the one-year 
anniversary of the organisation. Yet, the movement generated continuing support for its cause 








The motives of PEGIDA appear to be clear at first. The position paper released by the 
organisation, present the claims formulated by the organisational circle and arguably backed by 








Table 5: PEGIDA participation over time
Durchgezählt - minimum Durchgezählt - maximum Police Press Rucht et al.
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who flee from war and political or religious persecution”, that refugees are to be distributed 
amongst the members of the European Union, that the process of the German asylum procedure 
is reformed according to the Dutch or the Swiss model and also its longitude is shortened to 
ensure quicker integration. In general, the process of immigration is ought to be reformed after 
the Swiss, Australian, Canadian or the South African model. Moreover, PEGIDA demands 
more state funding for the German police forces, the enforcement of given laws regarding 
asylum and deportation, a ‘zero-tolerance-policy’ towards delinquent asylum seekers and 
migrants. The organisation supports resistance to a “misogynous, violent political ideology”, 
here Islam, yet relativizes this statement by claiming not to support resistance to “resident and 
integrating Muslims.” A very central point on PEGIDA’s agenda, and also part of the 
organisation’s name is the “preservation and protection of the Judo-Christian” culture of the 
occident. Parallel societies with accompanying features, such as Sharia courts, the infamous 
‘Sharia police’ and so-called peace-judges are opposed and ought to be prevented. “PEGIDA 
opposes radicalism, whether it is religiously or politically motivated” and finally, hatemongers 
and preachers of hate, no matter their affiliation.111 These principles may sound appealing to 
parts of the German population. The organisation claims to be anti-racist and anti-xenophobic, 
and just taking into account the position paper, this claim might stand true, yet according to the 
authors research, PEGIDA members, such Tatjana Festerling, member of the organisational 
committee and regular speaker at PEGIDA rallies, refers to refugees as ‘invaders’ and views 
the refugee crisis as an orchestrated invasion to infiltrate Europe and eventually impose Sharia 
law. The xenophobic, sometimes racist and definitely anti-Islamic sentiment PEGIDA voices 
and supports is often found in between the lines and more often voiced during speeches at 
rallies, however, this does not seem to impede PEGIDA’s popularity, or drive away a large 
amount of middle class citizens attending the protests. Could this suggest that either racism is 
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more prevalent within the German society than prior expected, or that ordinary people voice 
use this platform to voice their fears and worries with the political establishment in regards to 
the present situation? Perhaps, it is a mixture of both, and although PEGIDA and its followers 
do not represent the whole of the German population, this phenomenon is worth of analysis and 
political attention. It also raises attention to the political elites and decision-makers and scrutiny 
of such, since a part of the German population feel that decisions, which some view as harmful 
to the local citizenry, are made over their heads. 
  
5.3 MEDIA AND PUBLIC PERCEPTION 
One of the phenomena attributed to PEGIDA in the literature was its coverage by the German 
and international media, politicians and the public in general. As Rucht argues, PEGIDA has 
garnered more coverage than it deserves, especially by the media and leading politicians, which 
in turn could have contributed to the success and the presence of the movement.112 To him, the 
constant media coverage was unjustified in regards to the numbers that PEGIDA mobilised. 
Yet, De Genova argues that “the rapid rise of PEGIDA in late 2014/ early 2015 commands 
sober attention.”113  
The people and organisations behind the various counter-protests and the people that attended 
these felt an obligation to take a stand and oppose a right-wing movement such as PEGIDA. 
This underlines the impact that the movement had and still has in Germany on the political 
discourse. In combination with political issues such as Islamic terrorism and the refugee crisis, 
the German society seems to be heavily polarised, often circumventing sober discussion about 
highly sensitive topics such as the aforementioned. German society is split into ‘Gutmenschen’ 
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(ironic: “good-mind”) and ‘Wutbürger’ (ironic: “angry citizen”), to exaggerate, in times in 
which every citizen seems to have an opinion, or rather seems to be pressured into taking a 
stand, simplified by the use of social media and other forums of discussion. This signals a 
challenge to the German society and political establishment, and this conflict is argued out and 
evident within the German middle-class. Traditionally regarded to be the base of democracy, 
the middle-class may produce its own radicalisation if it feels threatened. Though, in the light 
of recent years, European societies, including the middle-classes have arguably faced a series 
of challenges ranging from financial crises, thus the threat of economic loss, to the perceived 
threat of Islamic terrorism and the refugee crisis and the perceived threat of social and cultural 
nature. The German middle-class is still the foundational footing on which its democracy is 
based, but resentments and authoritarian mind-sets are no longer alienated from it.114 The fear 
of a worsening situation for oneself, an acute anxiety of social and political decline, as 
Germany, as a ‘Volk’115, as the occident as a whole, subverted by Muslims who eventually are 
aiming to take over. Reoccurring features and rhetoric of PEGIDA demonstrations, as well as 
those by the AfD and other right-wing organisations which fan fear into the German society, 
into its core, as well as its periphery.  
As pointed out before, PEGIDA officially accepts the notion of welcoming ‘real’ refugees, 
those fleeing from war, political and religious prosecution, however it cynically condemns the 
German ‘welcoming culture’ and those who stand for it, foremost chancellor Angela Merkel. 
The reasoning that Europe ‘cannot take everyone’ resonates across parts of the German society. 
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5.4 WHO GOES TO PEGIDA AND WHY? – PEGIDA SYMPATHISERS 
Vorländer et al., in their book ‘Wer geht zu PEGIDA und warum?’, surveyed demonstrators at 
three PEGIDA rallies in December 2014 and January 2015, inquiring their age, sex, education, 
profession, income, religious affiliation, party affiliation, frequency of attendance, origin and 
their motivation to attend PEGIDA demonstrations. 64.1 per cent of 1,106 asked refused 
cooperation, leaving 397 polled PEGIDA protesters. The analysis by Vorländer and his 
colleagues was the first one to inquire the PEGIDA phenomena at that stage of its development. 
The scholars thus focused on the composition of attendees and their motivations to attend the 
PEGIDA demonstrations, in order to offer a sociodemographic image of this social movement.  
The general assumption that right-wing protest movements and organisations feed on the 
disenfranchised and ill-educated youth, faced with economic hardship and a lack of perspective 
may be contradicted by the analysis undertaken by various German scholars. According to their 
findings, the average PEGIDA supporter is relatively well educated, middle-aged, middle-class 
citizen, whereas men are overrepresented.116 The typical PEGIDA goer is between 44 and 48 
years old, a substantial amount hold a university degree, according to various studies these 
figures range from 28 to 40 per cent. The majority of PEGIDA protesters belong to the liberal-
conservative camp and prefer the AfD over the classic liberal and conservative choices such as 
FDP and CDU. According to Decker, 76 per cent of AfD voters voice understanding of 
PEGIDA demonstrators, compared to just 21 per cent of all voters and 36 per cent of non-
voters.117 
According to Vorländer et al. the vast majority, 74.6 per cent of the protesters polled were men. 
18.9 per cent were between 40 and 49 years old, whereas the 50-59 year-olds made up 18.1 per 
cent. 5 per cent left school after 8 years of education, thus acquired a ‘Hauptschulabschluss’ 
                                                          





according to the German system, the most basic school degree. 38 per cent of those polled held 
a high-school diploma (Realschulabschluss – completed after 10 years of education), 16.4 per 
cent had the higher education entrance qualification, 28.2 per cent had acquired a university 
degree or completed vocational academy. A further 8.6 per cent of those polled had completed 
apprenticeships. According Vorländer et al. the high share of academics is remarkable, because 
if compared to the results of the micro-census of 2013, their share doubles the German average 
of 14.7 per cent, although it is noted that the data is limitedly comparable. Moreover, those who 
acquire the higher education entrance qualification usually continue at university.118  
In regards to occupation of the respondents, Vorländer et al. found that 47.6 per cent of those 
polled are workers and employees, 20.4 per cent stated to be self-employed, 17.6 per cent were 
pensioners and 8.8 per cent students, apprentices and pupils. Only 2.8 per cent of those polled 
stated to be officials. Noticeable here are the low percentage, 2 per cent, of those unemployed, 
or rather seeking work, when compared to the 8.4 per cent unemployment rate in the free state 
of Saxony and 7.9 per cent in its capital Dresden.119  
The findings of Vorländer et al. are especially interesting when religious affiliation is 
concerned, because PEGIDA claims to be defending the Judo-Christian tradition of the West. 
71.8 per cent of those polled stated not to have any religious affiliation, 21.2 per cent identified 
as Protestants, whereas only 3.8 per cent said to be Catholics and 2.3 per cent indicated ‘other’. 
The findings are virtually precise representation of religious affiliation of Saxony.120 
As noted above, PEGIDA protesters prefer the AfD over the other political parties. However, 
62.1 per cent stated not to have any party affiliations. 16.8 per cent of those polled affiliated 
with the AfD, 8.9 per cent with the CDU, 3.7 per cent with the NPD and 3 per cent with the 
German Left. The other major parties, SPD, the Greens and the liberal FDP were marginalised. 
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The question of party affiliation was aimed at the respondents subjective identification with a 
particular party, its programmatic aims and democratic representation aspirations.121  
Naturally, one can have multiple reasons to attend a PEGIDA rally, as Vorländer et al note, on 
average 2.5. The motivations on why to support PEGIDA however do not necessarily allow for 
drawing conclusions about the political attitude of the respondents, yet offer an insight about 
motivations and protest aims. With 53.5 per cent, Vorländer et al. found that dissatisfaction 
with the political establishment is the main reason for supporting PEGIDA as of 2015. Followed 
by critique towards the media and public, 18.8 per cent, prejudice towards migrants, 14.2 per 
cent and finally to protest against ideologically or religiously motivated violence with 4.4 per 
cent. Broken down, 71.3 per cent of the respondents stated dissatisfaction with the political 
establishment to be one of the reasons for their PEGIDA support, again followed by the critique 
towards the media and the public with 34.5 per cent.32.2 per cent of those polled stated that 
prejudice towards migrants is one of the reasons of support, and 10.3 per cent also answered 
that they are there, because of a protest against ideological or religious violence. 122 Noteworthy 
to the author are that around a third stated that prejudice and resentments towards migrants and 
asylum-seekers are valid motivations to support PEGIDA as a social movement. Also, the low 
support for the latter, the opposition of religiously motivated violence, is striking, due to its 
central entrenchment in PEGIDA’s agenda, and because the survey was carried out days after 
the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris and the PEGIDA march was thus advertised as a march in 
remembrance of the victims.123 
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Source: Vorländer, H., Herold, M., & Schäller, S. (2015). 
The figures suggest what other studies have shown and what seems to be the main motivation 
for supporting populist movements and parties, the dissatisfaction with politicians, the 
government, in short, the political establishment. Henke et al. attribute populism, in this case 
right-wing populism to occur during the times of crisis, in which a cleavage between the general 
population and the political and social elite is most evident, in turn stemming from disturbances 
in the communication between these groups. The political elites in Germany, most notably the 
two major parties, CDU and SPD have undergone a process of convergence and consensus in 
central aspects of politics in recent years, which left citizens deprived of the opportunity to 
channel their critic and frustrations.124 Chancellor Merkel, in office for more than a decade by 
now, has pushed policies traditionally not attributed to the Conservative party. Thus, parts of 
the German electorate feel misrepresented, or not represented at all. The reoccurring chant ‘Wir 
sind das Volk’ (‘We are the people’) underlines the dissatisfaction of PEGIDA protesters with 
the political establishment, as well as it entails a claim to be representing the German people as 
a whole. The last time this chant echoed through German cities, it stood for the removal of the 
socialist regime of the German Democratic Republic and voiced the demand for more political 
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participation, and eventually led to the reunification of the formerly divided states of East and 
West. Hence, it could be interpreted as the comparison of the current German government and 
state as a whole with the unjust regime of the GDR. Thus, the case of PEGIDA and its 
supporters highlights the discrepancy between the political elite and the citizens. The citizens 
feel ‘left alone’ by a withdrawn and arrogant elite which has lost its sense of its citizen’s social 
realities. In detail, those polled claimed, apart from a general dissatisfaction with politics (20.4 
per cent), 25.9 per cent, more than a quarter of the respondents claimed dissatisfaction with the 
German asylum-policy, 17.1 per cent with the German immigration and integration policies, 
5.8 per cent with the foreign and security policies, 7.6 per cent with the economic and social 
policies, as well as 21.2 per cent a more general dissatisfaction with the political system of 
Germany. Adding to it, there is a substantial amount of sentiment of, and critique towards the 
general distance between the citizenry and politicians, amounting to 25.9 per cent, again more 
than a quarter of those polled.125  
Decker suggests that insecurity and discomfort or discontent are the core motives for protest. 
Insecurity here refers to one’s social situation, the concern about loss of wealth, about a 
perceived threat of downward social mobility, whilst discontent is generated by cultural 
estrangement, the deprivation of familiar cultural and social ties and orders.126 According to 
Vorländer et al., 15.4 per cent of those polled stated that they had resentments towards Islam 
and Muslims. In detail, the respondents criticised the religious way of life, including Islamic 
food laws, and the ‘backward’ relation of Muslims towards religion, the state, justice and 
tolerance. Although only a minority voiced concerns about social decline, 7.6 per cent, the 
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answers given by those polled indicate a belief that immigrants abuse the German social welfare 
system, and are treated preferably over Germans.127 
As noted, the belief that a mass migration is orchestrated might be overstated, however, an 
anxiety over the loss of cultural and social norms is evident, and drives people into the right-
wing populist traps of PEGIDA, AfD and EDL for that matter. Stories about no-go areas, 
present in both Germany and the UK, in which Germans, Britons, so to speak non-Muslims 
cannot take a step, are spread on social media and blogs and add to the feeling of alienation of 
parts of the society. As Andre remarks, “growing economic and social difficulties in Europe 
have witnessed the rise of cultural intolerance and extremist nationalism and a shift to the right 
across the continent.” 128  This entails the emergence of Muslim communities, which have 
sparked a debate about immigration and integration, as well as national identities and core 
values. “Secular norms and identities in the mid-20th century were perceived as an important 
mechanism for integrating diverse populations into a common political framework. (…) 
Furthermore, secularism was seen as providing a basis of citizenship that was not rooted in a 
particular religious identity.”129 Yet, the question whether Islam belongs to Germany has been 
heavily discussed by politicians and the public and was recently reignited as the AfD remarked 
that Islam and the German Basic Law are incompatible.130 The debate is long on-going and 
underlines the inability by policy-makers to effectively integrate and accommodate changes 
arising from post-war immigration, “by seeking to simply minimize or limit expressions of 
Islam in the public sphere.”131 Pressured by worried societies, governments across Europe “are 
imposing policies that are increasingly restrictive in order to limit incoming flows of migrants 
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and refugees whilst at the same time advocating greater tolerance towards foreigners.”132 Yet, 
xenophobic sentiments spread across the continent, as well as the sentiment of Muslims that 
their culture is being rejected. “This cultural exclusion is providing fertile soil for Islamophobia 
to flourish and a springboard for both right-wing and Islamist extremist mobilization”.133 This 
is not to say that PEGIDA supporters are generally extremists, as aforementioned, the average 
PEGIDA demonstrator is a relatively well-educated, middle-aged, middle-class man, yet, the 
movement represents a notion of the worried European societies mentioned above. The 
sentiment of cultural nationalism has become evident in Germany, a country with historic 
difficulties in voicing national pride and patriotism.  
The PEGIDA movement was born in a city with remarkably low proportion of immigrants, and 
especially interesting in the case of PEGIDA, Muslims. The share of immigrants who live in 
the free state of Saxony is 2.2 per cent, whereas Dresden reaches 4.7 per cent of people without 
a German passport. 5 per cent of all people in Saxony have a migratory background. 134 
Concerning Muslims, these figures amount to 0.1 per cent for the whole of Saxony, 
corresponding to roughly 4000 as a whole.135 Yet, the fact that xenophobia is often most evident 
in places where few foreigners live is not necessarily a new discovery, but became once more 
obvious with the arrival and success of PEGIDA in Dresden and Leipzig. That is not to say that 
the other parts of Germany are free of xenophobia, Islamophobia and racism, however PEGIDA 
Dresden is considered to be the core of the PEGIDA movement and moreover plainly the most 
successful one. Yet, as the research of Vorländer et al. finds, 39.9 per cent of the respondents 
were Dresden residents, 41.3 per cent of those polled residing in the rest of Saxony, excluding 
Dresden, 9.4 per cent came from East Germany, apart from Saxony, and 6.4 per cent attendees 
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came from the West of Germany. Underlining that PEGIDA is not necessarily solely a 
phenomena restricted to Dresden, but incorporates people from the rest of Saxony and other 
parts of Germany.136  
The physical attendance at PEGIDA and similar rallies organised by offshoots of the original 
Dresden-based protest movement is one element of support for their cause. Another, and much 
more far-reaching one is internet presence, especially PEGIDA’s official Facebook page, on 
which the organisers share their views and details about protests and information about the 
organisation, and which still attracts a considerable amount of followers. According to Rucht 
et al., on 20 February 2015, the organisation had roughly 160.000 ‘likes’, the authors own 
investigation found that this number had risen to roughly 193.000 in January 2016, and has 
risen once more to roughly 203.000 as of June 2016.137 These figures are an indication for a 
wide-ranging support, as well as people’s willingness to identify themselves with the goals of 
PEGIDA. Moreover, the University of Leipzig has found that although 49.5 per cent of the 
2,405 survey participants did not agree with the aims of PEGIDA, 13.6 per cent partially agree 
and 9 per cent who totally agree with the organisations motives.138 Although, almost one half 
of the respondents did not agree or tended not to agree with PEGIDA, the indication that over 
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6 DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES 
6.1 THE ENGLISH DEFENCE LEAGUE AND PEGIDA 
 
One of the most common features of both movements is the utilisation of platforms provided 
by the internet. The use of the internet, foremost social media platforms, such as Facebook is a 
viable tool for social movements, including the EDL and PEGIDA. Both organisations rely 
heavily on this medium to propagate their ideals and mobilise support for their cause, an aspect 
common to social movements and increasingly important platform for established parties and 
politicians as well. Both organisations can rely on a relatively large followership on Facebook, 
combining for over 500,000 followers on Facebook alone, whereas the EDL still attracts 
slightly more ‘likes’ with roughly 300,000, compared to PEGIDA’s 200,000. Although figures 
of followership on social media do not necessarily translate into large turnouts at 
demonstrations, it is ultimately an indicator for the popularity of the organisations and a viable 
tool to mobilise support in the form of online activism by followers, and propaganda utilised to 
spread ideals and sentiments.  
One can assume that the English Defence League and PEGIDA have a common enemy, radical 
Islam and the perceived threat of, or rather perceived imminent Islamisation of Europe. Thus, 
Barker’s ‘new racism’ theorem offers the most accurate description of both movements 
motives, because the focus of both organisation is clearly not race, but rather religious beliefs 
and cultural differences. It is presumed by both organisations that Islam is incompatible with 
the nature and culture of Britain, Germany and Europe as a whole. Both organisations utilise 
the ‘us’ versus ‘them’ rhetoric, depicting Muslims and Islam as the chimerical ‘Other’, an 
inferior culture to that of the West. Although, it is officially differentiated by the EDL as well 
as PEGIDA between Islam and radical Islam, rhetoric at rallies of both organisations have 
brought into question how far that differentiation actually transpires across the movements 
respective leaders and supporters. In its mission statement, the EDL demands that British 
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Muslims should be given the opportunity to “safely demand reform of their religion” according 
to British ideals and culture, to “make it more relevant to the needs of the modern world and 
more respectful of other groups in society.”139 Hence, Islam is received as and portrayed to be 
backward, anti-modern and perceived as incapable of respectful treatment of people with 
another religious background. Similarly, the position paper ushered by PEGIDA states that it 
opposes, or rather supports the resistance against a “misogynist, violent political ideology”, 
whilst simultaneously stating that it does not oppose the local and explicitly the “integrating 
Muslims.”140 Thus, Islam is once again portrayed as something alien to the European culture 
and referred to as a violent political ideology, rather than a religion. Both movements offer a 
simplistic image of Islam, without regards to the manifold characteristics of this religion. An 
overtly simplistic image and lack of actual differentiation between radical, extremist tendencies 
within Islam and the religion as a whole can harm societal cohesion and community relations 
amongst the members of society. Further, a lack of careful differentiation is likely to lead to the 
alienation of parts of the British and German societies, in this case their Muslim communities.   
A major difference between the organisations is evident in their public demeanour at protests 
and rallies. Whereas the EDL marches often descended into violent clashes with counter-
protesters or the police, the PEGIDA rallies follow a strict code of conduct, which for instance 
prohibits the consumption of alcohol. Thus, PEGIDA was yet able to uphold an image of a 
middle-class movement, backed by the analysis of the studies conducted about the movement, 
although the rhetorical contents of the demands show similarities between the two 
organisations. The EDL quickly earned a reputation of ‘drunk hooligans’ amongst the media 
and public, while at the same time attracting followers of the established ‘old’ far-right who 
used the movement’s momentum to press their own agenda and voice their own dissatisfaction 
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with the political establishment. These developments, as discussed above, led to the withdrawal 
of members of the organisation’s leading circle, firstly Paul Ray, who felt that the movement 
was hijacked by people with racist tendencies, assisted by the remaining leaders’ unwillingness 
or incapability to combat these elements, evident for example at the protest scheduled on 
August 8 (8/8), a date with an inclination for radicals and neo-Nazis. As Tommy Robinson and 
his cousin Kevin Carrol attempted to counter these elements within the EDL, to portray it as 
non-racist and anti-Islamophobic, the public had already adopted an image of the EDL to be a 
racist organisation, also supported by the negative press the movement was making. Unable to 
reform the movement, the two leaders eventually came to the realisation that their goals were 
unlikely to be achieved with the EDL, thus departing from the movement, which in turn 
contributed to its splintering and decline. As Tommy Robinson mentioned in an interview as 
he announced the founding of PEGIDA UK, there will be a strict code of conduct in place for 
those supporting PEGIDA UK, including the ban of alcohol at their rallies, in order to uphold 
a reputable image of the new organisation. 
Despite severe conflicts within and surrounding its leadership, PEGIDA has so far been able to 
recover from these crises. Firstly, the departure of parts of PEGIDA’s former leadership circle 
to found a similar, coexisting, yet unsuccessful social movement by the name of DDfE, as well 
as secondly, the prosecution of PEGIDA co-founder and co-leader Lutz Bachmann on the 
grounds of incitement of hatred has not had the same effects on the movement as for instance 
the departure of Tommy Robinson from the EDL. Yet, one must note that PEGIDA is a 
relatively young organisation when compared to the EDL. PEGIDA has existed since 2014, the 
EDL since 2009, whereas the first two years can be regarded to be its most successful, in terms 
of turnout at protests, its influence and reach within the British society. This may partly explain 
the differing trajectories the organisations are expected to take in the near future.  
It is though important to note that, like the EDL, PEGIDA attracts members of the far-right, yet 
however, these numbers are not significant enough to actually utilise the organisation’s 
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potential for their own gains. As PEGIDA leader Lutz Bachmann repeatedly stated at rallies, 
the organisation views itself as non-racist as well as being able to withstand the influences of 
more radical right-wing elements. Arguably, the organisation was indeed able to uphold an 
image of a respectable movement amongst those who sympathise with the ideals and the means 
of the movement. As argued above, this is one central and important aspect of distinction and 
improvement when comparing PEGIDA and the EDL. From the beginning, PEGIDA has 
sought and expressed public distance from the established far-right movements, especially 
violent elements. The position paper and foremost the code of conduct, recited before every 
rally, including strict behavioural guidelines at public rallies and protests, encompassing the 
ban of alcohol, have played a role in upholding an image of reputability and seriousness across 
PEGIDA’s followership. Thus, the organisation was with a few violent exceptions (i.e. 
LEGIDA), able to keep a rather peaceful demeanour, in terms of conduct, thus able to uphold 
a bourgeois appearance. Unlike the EDL, PEGIDA rallies rarely sparked violent confrontations 
with counter-protesters or the police, the most notable exception being the first rallies of 
LEGIDA in Leipzig. Although there was considerable opposition, the confrontations between 
PEGIDA supporters and counter-protesters were limited to discussions, debates, arguments and 
other forms of non-violent confrontation, including the use of whistles and chants trying to 
disturb each other’s gatherings. The EDL on the other hand, unintentionally or not, has had 
trouble containing their supporters and followers, many of the rallies resulting in heavy riots, 
clashes with the police and counter-protesters, members of local communities and bystanders.  
Hence, the difference between the organisations may also be partly explained by the 
composition of its respective supporters. In regards to the followership of both organisations, 
the EDL is to be described as a white working-class movement, which, at the height of the 
movement, attracted a large variety of dissatisfied, disenfranchised young people. Although, as 
repeatedly highlighted by the EDL’s leading circle, the organisation was de facto open to all, 
including members of the LGBTQ-community, people of different faiths and races, the 
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movement largely comprised of white, working-class people. As discussed above, the majority 
of EDL members, or rather protesters and sympathisers were male and aged under 30. The 
unemployment rate of EDL supporters at that time was rather high at almost 30 per cent, a 
possible indicator for a frustration of demonstrators with the political establishment for being 
unable to solve these issues. Although, the EDL supporters polled stated that they had joined 
the organisation and participated in demonstrations foremost, because they wanted to show their 
opposition to the perceived Islamisation of Britain. Yet, interestingly, the likelihood to join a 
demonstration of the EDL increased by over 60 per cent, if the EDL sympathiser believed the 
country not to be on the right track, a sentiment familiar to PEGIDA sympathisers and 
demonstrators. As mentioned, the main reason for PEGIDA demonstrators to attend the rallies 
was to voice their dissatisfaction with the political establishment and the political elites in Berlin 
and Brussels. Hence, it can be concluded that the participants of the respective movements have 
a shared impression of being left-alone and overlooked by the policy-makers and the decisions 
that are made. It is thus regarded that the valve to voice these sentiments is presented by these 
movements.  
Strikingly however, is the indication of a radicalisation of the middle-class across Europe, 
especially evident in social movements such as PEGIDA. One may make the argument, that, in 
regards to the composition of the EDL’s supporters – young, male, large unemployment rate, 
these attributes of the movement could actually indicate that the EDL is to be regarded an 
example of a ‘classic’ far-right movement, or at least a hybrid of the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ far-
right, since the assumption that far-right movements often attract the disenfranchised, 
unemployed youth seems to be met. In comparison, PEGIDA is a prime example of a middle-
class based social movement indulged in rhetoric and ideals traditionally attributed to the far-
right. Yet, the movement has proven capable of attracting a considerable amount of middle-
class citizens, indicating that anxieties are growing amongst citizens, as well as a radicalisation 
of the society’s core. These people perceive the platform that PEGIDA provides, to be the sole 
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or most viable opportunity to voice their concerns on a political stage. It is thus not surprising, 
that PEGIDA comprises of a considerably large number of well-educated, middle-aged, middle-
class citizens.  
6.2 ‘DETERIORATION’ OF THE ‘OLD’ RIGHT 
 
The term ‘new racism’ emerged in the UK in the 1980s with Martin Barker’s book “The New 
Racism: Conservatives and the Ideology of the Tribe” (1981). New racism describes a shift in 
focus from ‘traditional’ markers of difference, such as skin-color and race, to more ‘subtle’ 
ones, based on religious beliefs and cultural norms. Embedded in the logic behind Huntington’s 
‘clash of civilisations’, it is believed by many that the world is headed towards a clash between 
the West and the Islamic world. Seen as incapable to adapt to Western societal norms and 
values, Muslims are easily identified as a threat to ‘our’ way of life. Exacerbated by the events 
of 9/11, 7/7 in London, as well as a series of attacks in 2016 across Europe, the situation has 
intensified and deteriorated. Muslims have been identified as ‘Others’, as often incompatible 
with Western values, thus a possible threat to these norms, and society as a whole, as exclaimed 
in earlier passages.  
Both the EDL and PEGIDA are prime examples of this shift in focus, embedded in a broader 
development within their host countries. Both, the UK and Germany have witnessed the 
deterioration of their traditional right-wing parties, British National Party (BNP) and 
Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD) respectively, and an emergence of new 
right-wing parties, the UK Independence Party (UKIP) and the Alternative für Deutschland 
(AfD). In the last general elections in 2015, the BNP was able to muster a mere 1,667 votes, 
whereas UKIP reached 3,881,099 votes, amounting to 12.6 per cent of vote share. 141  In 
Germany the story has been similar. In the latest general elections in 2013, the ‘old’ far-right 
                                                          




party NPD was able to secure 635,135 of the votes, 1.5 per cent, whereas the then newly 
founded AfD already gathered 810,915 votes, or 1.9 per cent of the shares.142 The shift is ever 
more evident in the most recent federal elections in the states of Saxony, Rhineland-Palatine 
and Baden-Württemberg in 2016. In Saxony the NPD support dropped from 4.6 per cent to 1.9 
per cent, whereas the AfD, in their first state elections secured 24.3 per cent of the votes, making 
it the second strongest party in Saxony. Arguably, neither in Rhineland-Palatine, nor in Baden-
Württemberg, the NPD has played a substantial role before, however the 12.6 per cent and 15.1 
per cent reached by the AfD respectively, are another indicator that the party does appeal to 
many German citizens across Germany, and that a right-wing and populist party can have 
success not only in the East of the country.143 Nonetheless, the ‘new’ right cannot regarded to 
be any less harmful to society as the ‘old’ far-right, nor can it necessarily be assumed that the 
‘old’-right has disappeared entirely. Groups such as EDL and PEGIDA show that there is a shift 
in focus, away from ‘biological racism’, to a more nuanced and at times subtle form, as well as 
a platform for nationalistic rhetoric and thought. Moreover, the potential for violence 
surrounding groups of such nature is real. Although, the author notes that not all PEGIDA 
followers are violent, and not all attacks were carried out by PEGIDA followers, the number of 
attacks on refugees, refugee housing, etc. in Germany must also be considered when discussing 
a growing potential in the far-right spectrum.  As figures indicate, the number of attacks on 
refugee housing have risen by 500 per cent over the last year alone in Germany. According to 
the Bundeskriminalamt (BKA), see Table 7, in 2001 there have been 18 recorded attacks on 
refugee accommodation. In 2013, there were 69 cases, in 2014 199 and in 2015 this number 
erupted to 1005.144 That is a fivefold increase in one year alone, and as statistics of the first six 
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months of 2016 suggest, these figures will be met by the end of the year. The BKA has thus far 
recorded 563 attacks on refugee housing, including 51 cases of arson.145  
With the beginning of the year 2016, the German authorities have begun recording attacks on 
refugees outside their accommodation separately. According to the records, there have been 
824 offences thus far, accompanied by 202 offences against officials, such as politicians, police 
officers or social workers.146 These worrying figures could suggest that the debate that has been 
sparked by movements such as PEGIDA and its various branches have contributed to the 
justification of violence against refugees and lowered people’s inhibition level. It is as if it were 
more socially acceptable to take extreme views on matters such as immigration through the 
heated debate and thus more people have been driven into taking direct action.  
 




This thesis compared the English Defence League and the German-born PEGIDA movement, 
because both organisations were or are potent social movements within their respective 
countries, with similar goals, however differing strategies. Regarded to be the most influential 
street movement since the 1970s, the EDL has practically ceased to exist, although the 
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sentiments behind its formation are prevailing in the UK (see Britain First, etc.) and other 
countries in Europe, such as Germany. The EDL was not able to overcome its organisational 
and structural weaknesses, in addition to the departure of its charismatic leadership surrounding 
Tommy Robinson. Whether PEGIDA will decline, or rather in which way, in regards to the 
‘four-stage’ theorem by Christiansen remains to be seen. Yet, concluding, it is to be said that 
the PEGIDA movement does pose a viable platform for parts of society to channel their 
frustrations with the political and social developments of their respective countries. PEGIDA 
relies on parts of the middle-class for their support and has contributed to a rather new rhetoric 
amongst the German population. The discourse surrounding PEGIDA has contributed to and 
sparked debates amongst the German society, but also the political sphere, involving issues 
such as the refugee crisis and a European identity crisis. Unlike the EDL, PEGIDA has not 
transcended into the final stage of the four stages of social movements framework, as it has thus 
far managed to mobilise support for its cause and has not ceased to exist.   
 The EDL lost its credibility amongst the average British citizen over time, due to repeated 
misconduct at protest, including violent clashes with counter-protesters and the police, and 
overall misbehaviour which earned them the nickname ‘drunk hooligans’. The outwardly racist 
remarks and language contributed to the public image of a racist organisation and only added 
to the EDL’s decline in popularity. As argued, the movement was not able, or unwilling to keep 
out extreme elements from the far-right, including Combat 18 and other notorious groups. This 
has proved not to be a strategy which allows for the mobilisation of more support from the 
middle-class, the average citizen, in turn a viable scheme to broaden one’s own influence on 
the perceived faulty political establishment and thus to be able to press an agenda as an extra-
parliamentary element of society. This weakness in the organisation’s development is 
underlined by Tommy Robinson’s departure as well, who now co-operates with others as leader 
of the UK equivalent to the original PEGIDA movement. The model of PEGIDA has thus 
arguably proven to be an example and inspiration for other groups and individuals in the far-
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right spectrum. PEGIDA has seem to have taken over a prime role in the Counter-Jihad 
movement in Europe, with influences in the movements in the United States and Canada.  
When regarded as a whole, the cell-like structure model of PEGIDA, with independent cells 
and groups operating under the same or a similar name allows for the regulation of local 
objectives and agendas, whilst simultaneously being embedded within the broader framework 
of PEGIDA and a European Counter-Jihad Movement. The spread of the PEGIDA phenomenon 
as a whole has naturally contributed to the longitude of its existence, as well as the relative 
success of PEGIDA as a model. Unlike the EDL, the original PEGIDA movement is local to 
the city of Dresden, with offshoots quickly forming in other cities of Germany, Europe and 
North America. 
Although, there is a significant number of people who oppose such movements, the CJM is not 
likely to disappear as such any time soon, especially considering the problems facing Europe 
and the European Union, including the British referendum to leave the EU, the ongoing refugee 
crisis, a new frequency of terrorist attacks on European soil. Populist movements are on the rise 
across Europe and the West, indicating a radicalisation of parts of the (middle-class) citizenry, 
offering fertile grounds to more radical political parties and a partial societal shift to the right. 
Right-wing parties have been successful in recent years in virtually all of the European Union’s 
member states, highlighting an increase in nationalist sentiments in the European societies and 
on the political level, fuelled by social movements such as PEGIDA. Europe is experiencing 
the establishment and revitalisation of right-wing populist and extreme right-wing parties, 
including authoritarian and Islamophobic sentiments. The underlying potential of xenophobic 
and authoritarian sentiments has found a political and ideological platform and has over time 
removed taboos, making society more prone to radicalise, justify and utilise discrimination and 
in some cases even violence to achieve its goals. Indeed, the resentments and prejudices 
increasingly translate into hate and violence.  
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These patterns may hint at a reality described by Huntington in his ‘clash of civilisations’ or 
may signal a period in which Europe needs to seriously reflect and come to terms with deeply 
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